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T h i s article, e x a m i n e s the international m a r k e t for c o m m e r c i a l •satellite
l a u n c h services I and assesses the desirability o f c e r t a l n

g o v e r n m e n t actions to b o l s t e r the sagging ,,fortunes ,of U : s . , l a u n c h
companies.
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Part I canvasses the industry b a c k g r o u n d and its current state., : A f t e r
d o c u m e n t i n g the d e c l i n i n g m a r k e t s h a r e o f U . S ,

,.

h u n c h , c o m p a n i e s ; this

:::::

part m e a s u r e s d e m a n d o v e r the c o m i n g ten years against w o r l d w i d e
launch capacity. It concludes that the rest o f the 1990s and the b e g i n n i n g

~ .,;.

o f the n e x t c e n t u r y w i l l b e characterized b y increasingly_ fierce, competi-. ~ • •
t i o n for a l i m i t e d n u m b e r o f satellite launch contracts, because d e c l i n i n g

"

d e m a n d w i l l b e c o u p l e d w i t h rising capacity.
Part II e x a m i n e s the market and n o n - m a r k e t factors t h a t u n d e r g i r d
competition

in the launch industry.,

The

relative advantages and

"

disadvantages o f the current market participants are c o m p a r e d ; - a n d results
(i.e., p r o j e c t e d m a r k e t shares) are r e v i e w e d . . P a r t II draws s o m e s o b e r i n g
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I. The paper focuses the segment of the launch industry that place satellites in
geosynchronous orbit ('GEO'). GEO is an orbit with an altitude of several thousand miles
in which satellites circle the Earth at the same rate that the Earth rotates. Thus, ffa satellite
is in GEO over the equator, it will seem to hang in a single spot. Most GEO applications
are telecommunications-related. Geosynchronous transfer orbit ("GTO") is a highly
elliptical orbit into which many satellites are launched and then moved by oil-board rocket
thrusters to GEO. Low Earth Orbit ('LEO') places the satellite in a continuous orbit
around the Earth. Remote sensing is an example of an LEO application. See generally
SPACE COMMERCE- PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD INTERNATIONALCONFERENCE ON THE

COMMERCIALAND INDUSTRIALUSESOF OUTERSPACE(3d. ed. 1990). The GEO market
constitutes a fairly distinct segment of the launch services industry, although some GEO
boosters are also used for LEO launches. See, e.g., Lockheed to Introduce New Generation
ofMidsized Satellite Launchers, SATELtJTEWK., May 10, 1993, availoble/n LEXIS, News
Library, Cumws File (reporting that McDonnell Douglas' Delta H will be used to launch
several LEO satellites for Motomla's Iridium System).

.
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conclusions for~U.S, suppliers: absent.some form o f government
,
intervention, American launch companies cannot remain competitive with
foreign suppliers in the GEO launch market. It does appear, however,
that the competitive advantages of foreign launch providers are n o t
entirely the product of flee-market economics. Instead, the Europeans
and other suppliers have received substantial direct and indirect govern- :
merit subsidies that exceed the level of public support provided to U.S . . . .
launch companies.
After reviewing the increasingly competitive market and its determinants, Part HI outlines current international agreements and ongoing
negotiations regarding,~trade in launch services. The recently signed
agreement on trade in services of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade ("GATT") may apply to trade in launch services.: Unfortunately,
GATT enforcement mechanisms per se are nearly worthless to protect
against unfair competition in launch services. Bilateral agreements offer
more hope, although enforcement is difficult in this case a s well.
Moreover, because %arch-up" is a difficult game to play, it is unclear
whether fair trade rules alone can ensure the future health of U.S. launch
companies.
Given the inadequacy of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements;
Part IV examines the proposal made by many rocket makers that the U.S.
government take steps to aid domestic launch services providing. Part IV
begins by arguing that a broad-based domestic expendable launch vehicles
("ELV") manufacturing capability is essential, then proceeds to examine
two specific options: domestic trade laws and industrial policy. This part
finds that some peculiar features of trade in launch services make most
trade remedies unhelpful. A claim under Section 301 of the Trade Act
of 19742 may offer an appealing avenue for dealing with recalcitrant nonmarket economy ("NME") competitors3 who price at below-market
levels. As a general matter, however, the political side-effects of such
tactics may outweigh any direct benefits. A more promising approach
would include certain regulatory measures and other direct assistance that
the U.S. government could provide to launch services companies. This
part concludes that a government-industry partnership to research and
develop new launch vehicles represents the single best solution to the

2. 19 U.S.C. § 2411 (1988).
3. By this phrase, the author wishes to refer to China and Russia. Although each of these
two countries' economies is currently undergoing dramatic changes, there is little argument
that the space sector in each nation is populated largely with state-run enterprises.
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crisis facing launch services providers.

~' ....

I. THE COMMERCIAL LAUNCH SERVICES
INDUSTRY: BACKGROUND AND A CURRENT
ASSESSMENT
A. Loss of the United States Launch Services Monopoly
Except for the space activities of the NMEs, the U.S. government had
a virtual monopoly on rocket launching until the end of the 1970s. 4
Under this regime, parties desiring to place a satellite in orbit contracted
with NASA, which, in turn, purchased a rocket from one of three
manufacturers, s Customers were charged "actual cost "~ plus the requisite
NASA mark-up. Thus, the market for launch services was mediated
through the U.S. government, which also happened to be the largest enduser of launches.
As the 1970s drew to a close, two developments changed this
situation. NASA began gearing up for the operation of the Space Shuttle
and started to force all payloads off the ELV fleet and onto the Shuttle
manifest. 7 NASA planned to phase out all ELVs in the U.S. inventory ....
as the Shuttle became fully operational, s Simultaneously, a European

4. This historyof the commereial space industryisdrown from CONORESSIONAL BUDGEF
OFFICE, SETHNO SPACETRANSPORTATIONPOLICYFOR THE 1990'S 5-15 (1986) [hereinafter
SE'ITING SPACE TRANSPORTATION POLICY] and Doug Heydon; International Trade and
Launch Pricing, 38 FED. B. NEWS & J. 140 (1991).
5. McDonnell Douglas (the "Delta" rocket series), General Dynamics (formerly the
"Atlas/Centaur ~ rocket series), or Martin Marietta (the "Titan ~ rocket series). See
generallY Glenn H. Reynolds & Robert P. Merges, Toward an Industrial Policy for Outer
Space: Problems and Prospects of the Commercial Space Launch Industry, 29 JURIMETRICS
J. 17 (1988) [hereinafter Reynolds & Merges].
6. "Actual cost, ~ in this case, really means "marginal cost" because customers were not
charged for the value of government research and development efforts on launch vehicles,
government provisions for insurance, and launch facility fixed costs borne by the
government. See Heydon, supra note 4, at 140.
7. Despite criticism for putting all of its eggs in one basket, NASA pushed hard for the
Shuttle to supplant ELVs completely. See id., at 140; SE1TING SPACETRANSPORTATION
POLICY, supra note 4, at 12-13. This was apparently because NASA was forced to
"oversell ~ the project to Congress and needed as many commercial customers as possible
to keep costs down. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5; at 14. See generallY John M.
Logsdou, The Space Shuttle Program:A Policy Failure?, 232 SCIENCE 1099 (1986) (noting
that the Space Shuttle was "sold ~ to Congress as a complete system for U.S. spacelift
needs).
8. Of course, NASA's proposed phase-out of ELVs also meant the demise of the
commercial launch industry. See Commercial Space Industry Stages Major Comeback,

:
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government-industry cooperative initiative to develop an independent
space launch capability, Arianespace, was coming to fruitiun:. 9: By the
end of thedecade, the United States was well onits way out of the E L V :
business, while Europe launched its first:Ariane rocket and prepared to
fillthe void left by the departure of~U.S. ELV manufacturers.
t
.
.
In 1982, the U.S. government rc:~ersed its earher policy and sought
to entice rocket makers back into the commercial launch business, m° This
effort culminated in congressional passage of the Commercial Space
Launch Act (the "Space Act") in 1984.11 The Space Act provided for
insurance requirements, ~2 the use of government launch facilities, 13 and
licensing procedures. 14 Industry, however, remained largely uninterested,
believing it imprudent to attempt to compete with the governmentsubsidized shuttle program. ~5
Arianespace's success in this environment was immediate and
significant. In the early 1980s, Ariane rockets experienced few operational problems, and launch services customers turned away from
NASA's more expensive Shuttle 16 to the Ariane ELV. 1~ By 1985,
Arianespace had an order book of 41 launches, nearly half o f which were
from non-European customers. ~s
In 1986, the Challengerdisaster threw the U.S. space program - - and

AVIATION WK. & SPACETECH., Feb. 15, 1988, at 51.

9. See The Ariane Saga: Pushing the Envelope of Commercial Success, Vw~ SATEIJXI~,
Nov. 1993, at 4 (special supplement).
10. President Reagan initiated his National Space Policy in 1982, anticipating private
sector participation in the development of launch vehicles. In 1983, the National Security
Council issued a comprehensive policy for ELV commercialization. See Timothy A.
Brooks, Comment, Regulating International Trade in Launch Services, HlGH TECH L.J.
59, 60-61 (1991).
11. Commercial Space Launch Act, Pub. L. No. 98-575, 98 Seat. 3055, amended by
Commercial Space Launch Act Amendments of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-657, 102 Seat. 3900
(codified as amended at 49 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2623 (1988)). The Space Act codified an
earlier executive order that had made the Office of Commercial Space Transportation the
lead agency in coordinating regulator7 affairs concerning private industry.
12. 49 U.S.C. § 2615 (1988). As will be discussed infra, a large area of concern for
launch companies is liability for accidents.
13. Id. § 2614.
:
14. /d. §§ 2605-2613.
15. See Henry R. Hertzfeld, Economic, Market, and Policy Issues oflnternationalLaunch
Vehicle Competition, in INTERNATIONAL SPACE POLICY: LEGAL, ECONOMIC AND
STRATEGICOPTIONSFORTHE TWENTIETHCENTURYANDBEYOND203,214 (Daniel S. Papp
& John R. McIntyre eds., 1987) [hereinafter Papp & McIntyre].
16. Shuttle launches were significantly more expensive than Ariane launches. In fact,
even NASA's heavy subsidization of costs made the Shuttle only a marginally viable
commercial operation. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at 14-15.
17. See Heydon, supra note 4, at 140.
18. ld.
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the launch services m a r k e t - into complete':disarray. ~9 ! ~.arlier policy
choices that had discouraged ELV manufacturers from joining the
commercial launch business left the United States without a usable launch
capacity other than the Shuttle. ~° With the Shuttle grounded, the U.S.
launch sector was too.
The Challenger disaster prompted a thorough reexamination of U.S.
space policyY Within six months, the President completely removed the
Shuttle program from the commercial satellite launch business ~' to
encourage domestic ELV manufacture. Combined with substantial excess
demand for launches, 23 this step ultimately persuaded U.S. manufacturers
to reenter the commercial space launch business. By this time, h o w e v e r ,
Arianespace had made considerable inroads on U.S. market, share - - lost
ground that the United States launch companies will likely never makeup.

B. The Current Market
1. Demand for GEO Satellite Launches
If there is one constant in the various estimates about future demand
for GEO launches, it is that demand will remain relatively flat for the
next ten years. Arianespace projected in early 1992 that between 120 and
150 satellites would be launched between 1992 and t h e y e a r 2000. u
These figures are consistent with other estimates. 25 Various market

19. See, e.g., America Grounded, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 17, 1987, at 34-42. Substantial
conu'oversy regarding NASA's internal administration and the general direction of U.S.
space policy followed the Challenger accident. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at
16.
20. See supra notes 7-8 and accompanying text.
21. See, e.g., James Fallows, The Americans in Space, N.Y. REV. OF BOOICS,Dec. 18,
1986, at 34.
22. See 22 WKLY. COMP. PRES. DO(. 1103 (1986).
23. Several ELV launches failed in late 1985 and early 1986, exacerbating the impact of
the Challenger incident. See Heydon, supra note 4, at 140. This demonstrates a point
occasionally ignored in market analyses: the small supply base makes the market equilibrium
extremely volatile. This market "thinness~ arguably justifies an oversupply of launch
providers. See, e.g., Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm. on
Ways and Means, 102d Cong., 2d Scss. 1 (1992) (prepared stztement of Alan M. Lovelace,
General Dynamics Corp.) [hereinafter Trade Hearings].
24. See Market Trends, ARIANE~ACENEWSLEITER (1992).
25. See Upfront, SATELLITECOMM., Dec. 1993, at 25 (Interview with Sam Mihara of
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems). Euroconsult, a European consulting firm, has mzde
similar estimates for roughly the same period. See Business As Usual, THE ECONOMIST,
June 15, 1991, at 8 (special supplement). The Congressional Budget Office's ("CBO ~)

"
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observers have also made estimates about how demand will vary over the
short, medium, and long term. These estimates are summarized and
presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1: ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR
GTO LAUNCHES 1994-2003~
Period

Demand Per Year

Short-term (1994-1996)

21-23 Satellites

Medium-term (1997-2000)

16-18 Satellites

Long-term (2001-2003)

17-19 Satellites

Demand in the short-term will be fueled by European transponder~
needs, requiring the addition of me to fifteen satellites over the next few
years. 2s The United States will also be a source of near-term demand
because nearly two-thirds of the satellites presently in service need
replacing. 29 Demand from the rest of the world will be led by the Asian
and Pacific markets, which are presently underserved by transponder
capacity:° Many of these countries are developing satellite communications systems, and deregulation of Asian telecommunications markets will
likewise spur new demand. Australia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, and Thailand have all ordered or recently taken delivery of
satellites. Finally, the international operators Intelsat and Inmarsat 31 plan
to launch several satellites in the coming decade, and their policies of

figures are also in this range. See CONGRESSIONALBUDGET OFFICE, ENCOURAGING
PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN SPACE ACTIVITIES 32 (Feb. 1991) [hereinafter ENCOURAGING
PRIVATE INVESTMENT].
26. Id. See also SCUC Speakers Forecast Fewer Launch Contracts, More Players,
SATELLITENEWS, Oct. 18, 1993, at 6; The World Market for CommercialLaunch Services,
VIA SATELLITE,Nov. 1993, at 17-18 (special supplement); Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Space of the Comm. on Science, Space, and Technology, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 15
(1993) (prepared statement of Peter F. Allgeir, Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
("USTR")) [hereinafter Space Hearings].
27. A transponder is the heart of a communications satellite that ferries a signal from one
ground user to the next. See NATHANC. GOLDMAN,SPACEPOLICY: AN INTRODUCTION
155-174 (1992).
28. See Market Trends, supra note 24.
29. See id.
30. See Special Report -- Satellite Competition Heating Up in Europe, Asia, SATELLITE
NEWS, Mar. 16, 1992, at 4.
31. These two groups are international corporations which provide satellite services for
consumers around the globe. See generally NATHANC. GOLDMAN,AMERICANSPACELAW

52-62 (1988).

....
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diversifying acquisitions will spread busines s throughout the industry, u
In the m e d i u m and long term, the demand prospects a r e not nearly so
bright.

First, built-up demand stemming f r o m the Challenger disaster

will soon begin to taper o f f ) 3 Second, after the near-term surge in
transponder requirements, the w o r l d ' s appetite for transponder capacity
will be satisfied and demand will mainly be for "maintenance" o f that
level. 34 Third, competition for transponders f r o m fiber-optic cables will
become increasingly fierce, as prices drop and technology improves. 3s
2.

Current, WorM-Wide Launch Capacity

a.

Western Launchers

The three established Western companies in the commercial launch
services business are Arianespace, Martin-Marietta, and McDonnell
Douglas. 36 Each provides relatively similar services for G E O launches. 37
In addition, Japan has recently launched a rocket, although it has n o t yet
garnered any commercial contracts. 3s Rocket production capacity and
launch site availability are the two most important limits on launch

32. See Daniel Green & Yvonne Preston, Rocket Failure Cuts China's Space Edge, FIN.
TIMES, Mar. 24, 1992, at 4.
33. See SCUC Speakers Forecast FewerLaunch Contracts, More Players, supra note 26,
at 6.
34. Newer satellites have longer anticipated lifetimes than the ones they have replaced or
will replace; digital video compression technology will also likely result in diminished
demand pressure. See Philip Chien, Satellite and Launching Trends: 36 Years of Activity,
VIA SATEIJa-rE,Jan. 1994, at 34.
35. Fiber-optic cable can provide substantial capacity and superior service to satellite
technology (which requires a delay in voice and data communications between each
transmission), Although capital inveslment costs for fiber-optic cable are extremely high,
the service is becoming increasingly competitive with satellite communications. See
generally ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 31; Undersea Cable
Pressuring Satellite Providers in Global Markets, Gt~3nAL~ M
REPORT, Sept. 24,
1992.
36. Martin Marietta purchased the Centaur and Atlas assets of General Dynamics in late
1993. See Martin Marietta Corp. to Purchase GD Atlas-Centaur Business, SATEI2.r~
NEWS, Oct. 11, 1993, at 1. Lockheed markets the Russian booster, the Proton, as part of
a joint venture. See infra note 61 and accompanying text. Martin Marietta does not
actively promote its Titan launcher for commercial purposes because its high capacity makes
it uneconomical for most commercial payloads. Martin Marietta also has a large order book
of military contracts. See The Moon is Made of GoM, THE ECONOMIST,June 15, 1991, at
6.
37. But see discussion infra part II.B., which compares non-price attributes of different
launch providers.
38. See infra notes 80-85 and accompanying text.
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capacity. 39 Table 2 summarizes short-term Western commercial launch
services capacity.
I~

TABLE 2: PRESENT WESTERN COMMERCIAL
LAUNCH SERVICES CAPACITY ~e

Launch
Capacity
per year

Satellite
Capacity
per year

8-10

12-16"

6

3-6

McDonnell Douglas (U.S.)

4-6

4-6

NASDA (Japan)**

0-2

0-2

18-24

19-30

Launch Provider
Arianespace (Europe)
Martin Marietta (U.S.)

Total
*

The wide range results from the Ariane rockets' ability to ferry one, two, or
even three satellites per launch, depending on size. The numbers provided here
are likely estimates given probable payload sizes and market segmentation.

** Japan's capacity is too expensive at present to be considered immediately
"available" for commercial contracts, although this may change in coming years.

Turning first to Europe, Arianespace has exclusive use of its launch
facility in French Guiana 4~ and has planned a production rate of eight to
ten launchers per year. 42 The Ariane 4 rocket can carry either two small

39. Short-term, unmet demand is an insufficient enticement for producers to increase
substantially their production capacity or for new firms to enter the market because the
investment costs are too great, given the associated risks. See Space Hearings, supra note
26, at 136-37 (prepared statement of Rex R. Hollis, Space Systems/Loral).
40. This table does not include capacity from the Proton launchers marketed by
Lockheed. These figures are based on early 1992 estimates by Arianespace, an analysis of
the commercial launch contracts worldwide, and figures from the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Office of Space Commerce. See Arianespace launch manifest, lune 1993
(available from Arianespace and on file with author); Market Trends, supra note 24;
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, SPACE BUSINESSINDICATORS45 (June 1992) [hereinafter
SPACEBUSINESSINDICATORS];ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 2728; Peter B. de Selding, Launch Market Prepares for Business War, SPACE NEWS,
Mar. 7-13, 1994, at 8; SCUC Speakers Forecast Fewer Launch Contracts, More Players,
supra note 26, at 6.
41. The launch facility has a recovery time that limits the maximum number of launcbes
to roughly 11 over the course of any 12-month period. See Market Trends, supra note 24.
42. See SCUC Speakers Forecast FewerLaunch Contracts, More Players, supra note 26,
at 6; Arianespace to ModiJ~ Troubled Third Stage; Delays Expected, SATELLITENEWS,
Feb. 21, 1994, at 2; The World Market for Commercial Launch Services, VIA SATELIXl~,
Nov. 1993 at 17 (special supplement).
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to medium-sized satellites o r one larger satellite, 4a The Ariane 5 rocket,
which should become available on a commercial b a s i s in 1996, has even
greater c a p a c i t y Y

Arianespace therefore has an estimated average

capacity o f roughly twelve to sixteen satellites p e r year, with this number
increasing in the next few years. 4s Martin-Marietta's commercial order
b o o k indicates that it will proceed with roughly three to six launches p e r
year. 46 McDonnell Douglas can reasonably expect to supply four t o s i x
commercial launches p e r year in the coming decade. 47
b.

China

The Chinese state-owned launch company, Great W a l l Industry
Company ( " G W I C ~ ) , currently produces two rockets, the Long March
3 (3100 lbs. to G T O ) and the Long March 2E (6900 lbs. to GTO)~ 4s
China j o i n e d the commercial launch s e r v i c e s business in 1987. 49 Its
progress has since been uneven. In April 1992, Bcijing announced: a $60
million contract to launch an American-made satellite for Intelsat in the
mid-1990s. 5° In late 1993, China a l s o signed contracts to l a u n c h two
additional satellites in the mid-1990s f o r a U.S. c o m p a n y Y
Despite these advances, however, the impact o f Chineselaunchers o n
the market, at least in the short-term, remains uncertain. There were no
successful Chinese launches in 1991, and two failures in 1992. s2 This

4:3. See SPACEBUSINESSINDICATORS,supra note 40, at 43.
44. See infra Table 4.

45. The increasing size of telecommunication satellites wiE, m some extent, offset the
greater payload capacity of the Ariane 5. See de Selding, supra note 40, at 8.
46. See Carissa Bryce Christensen & Joel S. Greenberg, The Coramercial Launch
Industry: Will It Fly on Its Own?, AEROSPACEAMERICA,May 1992, at 32; see also A
Strong Finish for 1993; 1994 Launch Preview, V1A SATELLITE,Dec. 1993, at 122. The
CBO confirms an expected 4-5 launches per year for General Dynamics. ENCOURAOIN6
PRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 15.
47. See id.; see also SPACEBUSINESSINDICATORS,suprahote 40, at 18, 22:,~4.
48. See de Selding, supra note 40, at 8; ENCOU~OmGPmV^~ ~ ,
supra
note 25, at 18. Additional rockets with a greater payload capacity are under development.
See de Selding, supra note 40, at 8; Andrew Lawler, Chinese Ready Series of NewLaunch
Vehicles, SPACENEWS,Jan. 24-30, 1994, at 1, 28.
49. See Green & Preston, supra note 32, at 4.
50. See James L. Tyson, China's Manned Space Program Seen as a Bid to Shore Up
Image, CHRISTIANSO. MONITOR,May 8, 1992, at'7.
51, See Western Launchers Experience Increased Pressures from the East, SATELLITE
NEWS, Oct. 4, 1993, at I.
52. See Green & Preston, supra note 32, at 4. A March 1992 failure was followed by
a successful launch in August'of the same year. Daniel Green & Yvonne Preston, China
Launches Into Space Market. FIN. TIMES,Aug. 16, 1992, at 3. Unfortunately for GWIC,
there was another failure in December 1992 which resulted in the loss of a $138 million
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string of unsuccessful attempts has caused some t o question C h i n a ' s :
reliability as a launch services provider.53 A U.S.-China memorandum
of:understanding also limits the number of lannches China can conduct
through the end o f 1994 to two.~ At this writing, there a r e few signs
that the U . S . - C h i n a agreement will be renewed. 55

Two temporary

suspensions o f a U satellite export licenses56 have, at various points, also
made users uncertain about their ability to obtain satellite export
licenses, s7 These uncertainties may diminish China's attractiveness as a
launch provider despite the bargain prices offered by GWIC.
However, China will still likely emerge as a competitor in the launch
services market.

U.S. satellite export controls will not serve ~ an

effective weapon over the long term, 58 and short-term concerns about
reliability will wane, assuming GWIC enjoys some launch successes.
Ultimately, G W I C ' s extremely low prices 59 will force customers to
consider China when seeking a launch services provider.
Because o f these factors, the number o f satellite launches that the
Chinese will contribute to the international capacity will probably be
anywhere from zero to a m a x i m u m of two launches per year through the

Hughes satellite. See Hughes Still Confident in China SatelliteLaunch, REUTERBUSINESS
REPORT,Apr. 8, 1993, available in LEXIS, News Library, Curnws File.
53. See WesternLaunchers Experiencelncreased Pressuresfrom the East, supra note 51,
at 1; Tyson, supra note 50, at 7; Christensen& Greenberg, supra note 46, at 32.
54. The U.S.-China Agreement is discussed more fully infra part II.C.3:
55. U.S.-China relationshave been particularlydiscordantin 1994, owing in part to the
debate over renewalof China's most-favored-nation("MFN") tradingstatus. 8eegenerally
Robert S. Greenberger, Cacophony of Voices Drowns Out Messagefrom U.S. to China,
WALLST. J., Mar. 22, 1994, at A1.
56. After the Tiananmen Square incident, all satelliteexport licenses were temporarily
suspended. Likewise, restrictionson the transfer of high-technologyequipment(including
satellites) were adopted after the U.S, governmentconcluded that China had violated the
MissileTechnologyControl Regime ("MTCR'). See SatelliteIndustry Supports Proposed
Offing of Sanctions Against China, COMMUNICATIONSDALLY,Nov. 15, 1993, at 5; U.S.
Approves ChineseLaunch ofAmerican-Made Satellt'tes, COMMUNICATIONSDAILY,Sept. 16,
1992, at 2; Bush Bars Satellite Exports to China, Cites Munitions List, ForeignAid Law,
COMM. DAILY,May 2, 1991, at 3.
57. U.S. SatelliteLaunch Industry Accuses Peking of Violating Accord, CENTRALNEWS
AGENCY,Apr. 3, 1992, available in LEXIS, News Library, Curnws File.
58. See infra note 162 and accompanyingtext.
59. Chinese launcheshave generallybeen priced at about $30-40 millioneach, less than
most Western bids. See Green & Preston, supra note 52, at 3. The Chinesebid in a recent
IN'FELSATcompetitionwas closerto those of Westerncompetitors. Severalobservershave
speculated that the higher than usual bid was aimed at reducing tension over Chinese
participation in the launch services market. See Arlanespace Selectedfor Intelsat 8 Deal,
FLIGHTINT'L, Dec. 16, 1992. Whetherthis bid indicatesa trend toward matchingWestern
p~'ices is unclear, although~there is substantial reason for skepticismgiven the pending
expiration:~ the U.S.-China Memorandumof Understanding.
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end of the decade.
c.

Russia

The Soviets have launched over 2000 spacecraft with mass-produced,
highly reliable rockets: ° Russia inherited most of the space assets of the
Soviet Union, and it has maintained a keen interest in entering the
commercial space industry. 6~ As yet, however, neither Russia nor any of
the republics has launched an American-built satellite because of export
licensing restrictions, a This fact has limited Russia's ability, until
recently, to compete in the international launch services market because
the vast majority of commercial satellites are American-made. 6~ Most
non-American satellites are European and ordinarily fly on :Ariane
rockets.
Russia's potential entry into the commercial launch services market
could dramatically alter the supply-demand relationship. One American

60. See There and Back Again, THE ECONOMIST, June 15, 1991, at 10 (special
supplement). In fact, the CBO has suggested that its experience and massive economies of
scale may make Russia the low-cost provider of launch services. See ENCOURAGING
PRIVATE IIwFSrMEwr, supra note 25, at 37.
61. Consider President Yeltsin's visit to the United States in 1992, during which he
promoted Russian space technology for sale to the United States. See, e.g., James R.
Asker, U.S., Russian Space Pact Pledges Unprecedented Trade, Joint Flights, AVIATION
WK. & SPACETECH., June 22, 1992, at 24. Russia is eager to ,xploit one the few areas in
which it has advanced technology that could compete with the West and earn hard currency
for the beleag~ered Russian economy. Glavkosmns, the Russian space agency, and DB
Salyut, a rocket marketing agency, have eagerly sought to enter the commercial space
market. Most notably, the U.S. firm Lockheed signed a deal in late 1992 with Russia's
Khmnichev Enterprises to market in the West the Proton booster. See David J. Jefferson,
Lockheed and Russia's Khranichev Form Commercial Satellite Launch Venture, WALL ST.
J., Dec. 29, 1992, at A3; Lockheed-Khrunichev Deal Includes Proton Boost for Motorola,
SATELLrrE WK., Mar. 15, 1993, available in LEXIS, News Library, Cumws File.
62. The Arms Export Control Act ('AECA") authorizes the President to control the
export of defense articles and services. 22 U.S.C. § 2778 (1989 & Supp. 1990).
In',plementing this mandate is the responsibility of the SecretaIT of State, who promulgates
~he International Traffic in Arms Regulations (=ITAR"). 22 C.F.R. §§ 120-30 (Apr. 1993).
Included in the ITAR is the U.S. Munitions List (=USML"), which lists items that cannot
be exported without a license. See 22 C.F.R. §§ 121.1,123.1 (Apr. 1993). Until recently,
satellites were included in the USML. See 22 C.F.R. § 121.1 (Apr. 1993). Satellites are
presently included in the Commerce Control List ('CCL"). 22 C.F.R. § 799 (Jan. 1993).
63. See SPACEBUSINESSINDUSTRY,supra note 40, at 3. The long-term efficacy of export
regulations as a means of limiting competition in the launch services ms:::et is questionable,
however. Non-U.S. satellite makers could potentially use the opportunity to gain market
share. Indeed, Russia itself may soon provide the world with communications satellites. In
a surprising break with precedent, Intelsat recently agreed to lease capacity on some Russian
satellites. See lntelsa/ to Lease 3 New-Generation Russian Satellites, SATELLITEWK., Mar.
22, 1993, available in LEXIS, News Library, Cumws File.
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aerospace executive has estimated that R u s s i a n capa~
timescurrent

w o r l d marke~ needs, c~ This e s t i m a t e 1

optimistic political a n d technical assumptions, b u t e v e n m o r e c o n s e r v a t i v e
projections indicate that R u s s i a could contribute capacity o f u p to 100
satellites p e r year. ~

.

~

•

It is thus h a r d l y s u r p r i s i n g that U . S . launch companies a n d A r i a n e -~ space r e a ~ l

~

~

swiftly a n d strongly to President Bush,s agreement a t ~

:-

J u n e 1992 S u m m i t to p e r m i t R u s s i a n b i d d i n g on a n I n m a r s a t l l I launch. ~
T h e s u m m i t a g r e e m e n t was followed b y negotiations r e g a r d i n g the entry
o f R u s s i a into the l a u n c h services market. These talks c u l m i n a t e d - i n a n
agreement s i g n e d i n September 1993. ~7 T h e agreement i s s i m i l a r i n f o r m
to the U . S . - C h i n a accord.

:i

'

It l i m i t s : t o eight the n u m b e r o f l a u n c h

.

contracts ¢~ into w h i c h all R u s s i a n l a u n c h :providers c a n enter with
international customers d u r i n g the period o f the a g r e e m e n t (through
D e c e m b e r 31, 2 0 0 0 ) J 9 N o m o r e t h a n two launches m a y b e c o n d u c t e d
d u r i n g a n y r # e l v e m o n t h period. 7°

The provisions with respect to

p r i c i n g 71 p r o v i d e that i f a R u s s i a n bid:is m o r e than 7 . 5 % l o w e r t h a n the

64. Statement of Chris N. Clawson. McDonnell Douglas Co/p0mtion (transcrip., on file
with author).
65. See M ~
Sergeyev, Protons Will Promote Russia to World Aerosnace Market,
RUSDA'r,-BIZEKONNEWS,Jan. 12, 199~, available in LEXIS, News Library, Cumws File.
f.6. U.S. approval for a Russian bid was required because the satellite wasAmericanmade and required an export license for a foreign launch. See Asker, supra note 61.
As a practical matter, becwJse Inmarsat has a policy of spreading launch contracts
around to different nations, it is improbable that an American company would have won the
competition for lnmarsat Eli. In fact Russia winning this contract may actually help
American Munchers because Arianespace would be the likely alternati~,e(~ Russia.
Telephone interview with Casey Andersun, formerly of AIR FORCETIMES(Jan. 30, 1993).
67. See59 Fed. Reg. 11,360 (1994).
\~
68. The f3cus on contracts rather than launches assures greater ~nsistency in market
capacity because Russia is not pern,~:qedto make contracts for launches that would occo~
after the expiration of the agreement.
•
69. "lL, dghtconwactlimkexcludastheInmarsatHIlannch.
See59Fed. Reg. 11,361
(1994). The limit also pertains only to "principal payloads;" Id. Some interpretive
difficulties have arisen in connection with which lexrach contracts are to be counted. See
generally Andrew L~wler, Russia Protests Launch Guidelines, SPACENEWS,April 11-17,
1994. at 3,'29; U.S. and Rt~siw: Representatives Discuss Commercial Jzamch Pact,
SATELLITENEWS, April 11, 1.094, at 1-3.
:~'
~, L"
70. See 59 Fed. Reg. 11,361 (1994).
71. Given Russia's past pric.ingpractices - - its bid of $36 millionfor one Intelsatcon.'ract
was far below competing bids - - such provisions were thought to be essential. See U.S.
Commerch2lLaunch Industry Needs Protection, SATELLrrENEWS,Dec. 14, 1992, available
tn LEXIS, New; Library, Curnws File; ~ee also Russia's Proton Rocket O~osen for
Inmarsat 1HLaunch, MOBILESATELI.rrERI'TS., Nov. 23, 1992, available in LEXIS, News
Library, Cumws File. Intelsat claims that interface co.~ts, insurance, and management
expenses will raise the cost to the $50 to $100 mi~i¢n range (near Western bids, which
included a $62 million bid by Arianespace). See Daz~l Green, Flying Start for Russian

"

/

.
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lowest m a r k e t ~ c o n o m y bid; Russia m u s r s h o w l i n special consultatio~i: :.:'~. <.:
with the .United States, that its bid conforms-to .theprinciples: of~'the- ".";: "
agreement.T2
.,
The Europeans have. negotiated, a similar, if not more-: restrictive :

agreement with the R u s s i a n s : 3 At this writing, the effective date o f that
agreement was unknown due to ratification difficulties in-the Ru3sian
Parliament. 74

Inany

event, the U.S.-Russian accord:indicates t h ~

Russia's participation in the:launch services market over the short-term

~:

will be limited. In fact, it appears that the limit :on contracts has already
been reached. 7s Other barriers, such as internal political developments, 76
and uncertainty regarding satellite export Heeuses will also diminish the
impact of Russia's initial market entry.~ Thus,, despite s o r ~ successes,
-

-

Russia struck a deal in January 1993 with, Motorola for three.LEO

launches on the Proton 7s - - Russia's impact on the:commercial : G E O
market has been limited to this point, a n d will likely remain so for the
rest o f the decade. 79
"~
"
d.

Japan

Japan has not yet entered the conunereial launch services market,, .

i:

although its newly developed booster; the H - 2 , recently completed a ~
successful maiden voyage, s°

:

i

....

The commercial impact o f the H-2.will likely be minimal. The rocket
was originally scheduled to fly in 1991, .but this date was repeatedly.,

.
"-

~"
SatelliteIndustry, FIN. TIMES, Nov. 18, 1992, at 4.
"
72. Green, supra note 91, at 4.
73. See Peter B. de Selding, Russian Lawmakers Stall ,~tellite Accord, SPACENEWS,

Apr. 11-17, 1994, at 1, 28.
74. Id.
75. SeeLaunchDealPutsLocklteed-RussiaVentureOver$6OOMillion,
SATEu.rl~NEWS,
Mar. 21, 1994, at 6.
•
~
76. See, e.g., Moscow Meeting Offers No Solution to Cosmodrome Feud, SATEU.rrE
NEWS,Feb. 28, 1994, at 6; Chf,stensen & Greenberg, supra note 46, at 32; see also Craig
Covault, AVIATIONWK. 86 SPACETECH., Feb. 1, 1993, at 57 (discussing civilian-military
tension over the Russian space program and other possible threats to its stability from
Russian-Khazak friction).
77. Russia's evolving indigenous satellite capability makes export c~n~'ols at best a
temporary banier to market ent~.
78. The Motorola arrangement apparently has the initial approval of the U.S. Government. See Andrew Lawler, supra note 69.
/~
79. See de Selding, supra note 40.
//
80. See Norri Kageki, H-llLaunch Puts Japan in Space Race, NIKKEIWKt,Y., Feb. 7,
1994, at 1.

,
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moved back because of technical problems.81 ~Japanalso has ouly a l~rief,
biannual launch window becanse of an agreement with Japanese fishermen
regulating use of the country's one launch site. ~' Thisnarrow lannehwindow makes each delay a significant s e t b a e k a n d w i l l also limit :the
number o f launches Japan will ultimately add t o world w i d e mm'ket
capacity.
It also remains to be seen how aggressively the Japanese Will pursue
the market for commercial launch ~services. S o m e industry observers
suggest that Japan will move aggressively into the market. ~ T h i s effort,
however, will not likely offset other disadvantages that the Japanese fate.
Most importantly, the H-2 will likely cost substantially more than all o f
its competitors b y the time it comes to market. ~ N ~ S D A apparently still
intends to service Japanese public demand and in any event will at least
test the commercial waters, a5 Thus, the Japanese will probably supply
one or two launches per year over the m e d i u m t o long term.
e. India

Although it does not yet possess a rocket capable o f placing a satellite
in GEO orbit, the Indian Space Research Organization ("ISRO") has
continued to modify its GSLV launcher to prepare for entry into this
market. ~ Optimistic assumptions place the first GTO launch o f the
GSLV sometime in 1996. 87 If current estimates are correct, the GSLV
should carry a "per pound to GTO" price tag substantially lower than
those of current market participants. ~ Whether this timetable and price
forecast are correct will likely remain uncertain for the immediate future;
the extent of India's eventual contribution to satellite lift capacity is also
unclear. India's potential presence, however, could mean even greater

81. See Andrew Lawler, NASDA Readies H-2 Racketfor Maiden Flight. SPACENEWS,
Jan. 17-23, 1994. at 3. 21.
82. See tt-2 Commercial Use Limited by High Costs, AVIATIONWK. & SPACETECH.,
Jan. 31, 1994, at 52.
83. See ENCOURAGINGPRtVATE~ E N T ,
supra note 25, at 26.
84. See Kageki, supra note 80, at 8; 1t-2 Commercial UseLimited By High Costs, supra
note 82.
83. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 26. One option would
De for NASDA to cooperate with McDonnell Douglas to provide a second stage for the
Delta 1I. ld.
86. See India Forges Ahead with PSLV/GSLVFamily of Launch Vehicles, SATm.I.aTE
NEWS,Apr. 11, 1994, at 5.
87. Id.
88. ld.
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world wide capacity andadditib--nal downward pressure on launch prices.
3.

C o m p a r i n g Supply a n d D e m a n d

" ....

As the above discussion indicates, short term capacity will,come .":i.i:~ .
almost exclusively from A r i a n e s p a c e , - M ~ Marietta, and:McD6lmell : :::.i-::.:
Douglas, with China and Russiaeach adding a conpie:oflaunches: Japan
:i
and India m a y

enter .h, ~.t.o. ~. ~ ...,.,,....;.:.,..,
I~;.i:

;...~..~

~.-~i,:m ....... ' "

term. J a p a n will also
it begins to compete
.

TABLE 3: EffHMATED CAPACITY FOR
LAUNCH SERVICES* '

f

k

: -

GTO Satellite Launch Capacity.
(per year)
Supplier

Arianespace
(Europe)

Short Term
19941996

Medium Term

12-16

11-12

,II-12

3-6

-3-6

Martin Marietta
(U.S.)

1997-2000

Long Term
2001-200,3

McDonnell Douglas
(U.S.)

4-6

4-6

4-6

GWIC**

1-2

1-2

1-2

Glavkosmos**
(Russia)

0

I-2

1-2

NASDA**
(Japan)

0

1-2

,2

ISRO**

0

?

'~

Total Supply

20-30

21-30

20-30

Estimated Demand

21-23

16-18

17-19

Excess Capacity

(1)-7

5-12

3-11

" ...
": : ,

(China)

(India)

*

Includes political as well as economic and technical constraints.

**

Highly uncertain.

-"

As this table demonstrates, under all but the most optimistic scenarios,
excess capacity is already a problem in the launch services indust/3,: This
excess capacity will be exacerbated in the medium t e r m as demand
slackens and additional players enter the launch services business. :Absent
some dramatic change in circumstances, U.S. suppliers will likely not
..

..,

.
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garner sufficient market share tOi.operate a t ~ f u l l . o r even near-full
.

=

capacity, s9 These data a l s o r e v e a l the relative volatility o f t h e i a u n c h k
services market; the small size makes each launch relatively important i n
terms o f capacity. W i t h launch success rates generally exceeding ninety
percent, 9° failures should not present any difficulties. Nonetheless, these
figures f o r capacity are most properly understood as averages.91

C. The View f r o m Users: Satellite Manufacturers a n d
Telecommunications Companies
In the early 1990s, demand for satellite services surged at the same
time that a combination o f failed launches and other unforeseen circumstances reduced the available p a y l o a d slots, leaving some demand
unmet 92 This market thinness makes many consumers o f launch services
interested in raising, rather than limiting, capacity. 93

....

:

As for 1994 and beyond, users are a bit uncertain regarding the level
o f demand. As Arianespace noted in 1992, "[i]n the space sector, it is

•

always difficult to anticipate, even for the short term. ~94 Satellite users
have no monopoly on predictive a b i l i t y . i n this area, but there is an
apparen¢-,sense among many that launch services capacity is insufficiently
responsive to customers' needs. 95 This is certainly n o v a consensus view
in the industry, and at least one satellite manufacturer, Hughes, estimates
a much s o r e r market. ~

,:

Whatever the actual result, users w o u l d like to see greater launch
capability and capacity. The launch services market is insufficiently
developed at present to provide much confidence to end users, who must
plan for the future. Inste~id, the risk o f failures and the thinness o f the

89. Instead, launch contracts will likely go to more competitive suppliers.
90. See SPACEBUSINESSINDICATORS,supra note 40, at 18-21, 43; Market Trends, supra
note 24.
91. Launch failures can restrict capacity at any time, as shown by the failure of the
Ariane 4 in 1990. Arianespace had planned nine launches for 1990 but o~y executed six.
Later, in early 1994, another Ariane rocket failed, throwing the launch manifest into
disarray. Arianespace to Modify Troublesome Thir~lStage; Delays Expected, SATELIaWE
NEWS, Feb. 21, 1994, at 1.
92. See Market Trends, supra note 24.
93. Space Hearings, supra note 26, at 140 (prepared statement of Rex R. Hollis, Space
Systems/Loral).
•94. See Market Trends, supra note 24.
95. According to one media report, "operators of satellite services are desperate to
maintain or raise the number of launch suppliers." Green & Preston, supra note 32.
96. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 24, at 36.

.
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~::::

market make planning a :difficult task. Users would also like to s e e : :
greater capacity because of the favorable impact on prices. I n particular,
launch service customers eagerly await th e addltiun:0fnew Supp!iers
' : ~<
hoping to gain toeholds in the market with low introdu~oty prices. 97
i., i
Some satelhte manufacturers have strongly advocat~ an open: access: ~ :i
policy to different launch Suppliers,9s contending that Open ~ s s ] s akey : :::: i
element of remaining competitive ~n:th e international market: for :~ : : ! : :
satellites. 99 In assessing strategies to assist domestic launch providers, the
needs and interests of customers must be kept in mind.
The preceding should make it clear that U.S. launch services suppliers
face a fiercely competitive decade in which marginally competitive firms :: ::
will likely lose most or all of their market share. As new suppliers come
on line in the middle to late 1990s, tremendous downward pressure will

be exerted on prices. The next part explores whether this means the end
of commercially viable U.S. launch services companies:

II. THE DETERMINANTS OF COIVIp~ETITION
A. Mechanics o f Commercial Launch Services Contracts

. . . .

Launch services contracts often call for delivery 0 f a :satellite:into
orbit• This requires t h e satellite manufacturer to. secure-. ,the launch

insurance. I00

97. For example, China's In'st commercial launch bid was about one half oi' Western
bids, See Green & Preston, supra note 52. Russia's Inmar~t bid was likewise well below
market price• Russia's Proton Rocket Chosen for lnmarsat HI Launch, MOBILESATELLrrE
REPT., Nov. 23, 1992, available in LEXIS, News Library, Cumws Filel
98. See, e.g., Space Hearings, supra note 26, a t 140 (prepared statement of Rex R.
Hollis, Space Systems/Loral); James R. Asker, U.5. ApprovalofSatellite Launches by
China Not the ~ of Sunctions, AVIATIONWK: & SPACETECH., Jan. 1, 1990, at 40.
99. U.S. satellite manufacturers face a real threat from foreign competitors. See Joseph
N. Pelton & Barton Edelsun, The Race is On: Stiff Competition for U.S. Communications
Satelfite Industry in Global Market, SATELLITECOMM., Mar. 1993, at30.
I00. Insurance usually includes coverage for loss of vehicle and payload, damage to
government launch facilities, and third party liability. The amount of insurance required
for third party liability and government property damage is determined by the Secretary of
Transportation. See 49 U.S.C. § 2615 (1989 & Supp. 1990). Insurance rates for satellites
usually are 15.=20 percent of payload value. See Daniel Green, Frying Start for P,ussia's
Satellite LaunCh Industry, F~.TtMES, Nov. 18, 1992, at 4. A recent estimate puts the
average cost 'of insurance at 17% of total mission cost. See Jeffrey M. Lenorovitz,
Arianespace Seeks Cut in Launch Insurance Rates, AVIATIONWK. &SPACE TECH., Oct.

_
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Non-Price Considerationsin "Ch60sihga Launch

Several factors other than price 1°1figure into the award of satellite
launch contracts. 1o2 Launch services are differentiated based on their
ability to lift weight into a specific orbit, l°3 reliability,!°4:schedule
flexibility ,~os insurance costs,l°~ and, occasionally, technical considerations 1°7 or previous dealings b e ~ : . * h e interested parties.Z°6 The most
important of these factors, however, is"the launeher's payload capacity;
broken down by supplier in Table 4.

19, 1992, at 88. The amount of coverage available for a typical launch is roughly $250
million. Id. Recent launch failures may have altered these figures.
101. Average prices for current market Suppliers are roughly equal on a per kilogram
basis, with the Chinese coming in at the lower end of the market. Because marginal costs
of a launch are largely inelastic as to payload weight, the market (thin though it is) is
segmented, as users attempt to fill the capacity of a rocket to get the best p e r kilogram
price. See de Selding, supra note 40.
102. This view is disputed by some writers who claim that competition centers on costs,
rather than ancillary services or quality. See, e.g., Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at 23.
The better view is that customers ~seek the package of attributes that best achieves their
objectives. Assessments of competitiveness must thus take into account not only price but
also the attributes offered and the customer's objectives." Christeusen & Greenberg, supra
note 46, at 32. The latter view is also borne out by the history of contract awards, w h i c h
usually, but not always, go to the lowest bidder,
r,
103. For example, McDonnell Douglas did not compete for the launch of Intelsat 8
because the Delta rocket has too small a payload capacity.
104. For example, China's reliability record is dramatically less impressive than that of
Arlanespace, which has had only one failure in the past 27 launches. See Ariane 4 Launch
Disaster Blamed on Overheated Bearing, SATELLITE NEWS, Jan. 31, 1994, at 1. Perhaps
too optimistically, Arlanespace's Charles Bigot has claimed that customers will move
cautiously before embracing Chinese and Russian launch services. See Western Launchers
Experience Increased Pressure from the East, supra note 51, at 1-3.
105. A McDonnell Douglas official recently claimed that a contract was awarded to her
company for reasons of, inter alia, schedule flexibility. See Peter B. de Selding,
Arianespace Chief Criticizes Delta Prices, SPACE NEWS, June 1-7; 1992, at 8.
106. Historically, launch insurance costs vary by only a few percent depending on the
launch company. See Lenorovitz, supra note 100, at 88. More finely-tuned rates may
become more common as reliability actually begins to vary substantially among suppliers.
This would hurt the Chinese, aid Arianespace, and probably not significantly affect U.S.
suppliers' rates. Id.
107. See, e.g., de Selding, supra note 105, at 8.
108. See Heydon, supra note 4, at 141.
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TABLE 4: PAYLOAD CAPACITIES I°9
Manufacturer

Rocket

Arianespace (Europe)

Pay/oad to GTO
9,800 lbs.

Ariane 5

15,000 lbs.

General Dynamics (U.S.)

Arias 2AS

8,200. Ibs.

GWIC (China)

Long March 2E

6,900 lbs.

Long March 3

3,100 lbs.

NASDA (Japan)

H-2

8,800 lbs.

Lockhard-Khrunichev (Russia)

Proton

5,700 lbs.*

To GEO. Modifications to the Proton booster will increase its capacity.

This table provides some idea of how the market is segmented. For
example, the Delta II's payload capacity is too small for many telecommunications satellites, whereas the Atlas is less economical for lighte r
loads, n° The Ariane 4 uses a different design architecture which enables
it to carry one large or two medium-sized satellites to GTO for a
maximum payload of 9800 lbsY 1 Medium to larger-sized satellites are
most easily accommodated on either the Ariane 4 or the Atlas 2. For
smaller loads, the Delta II often competes with the Chinese Long March
3. Changes in launch services market capacity must therefore be
considered in the context of this partial segmentation. This fact is often
omitted from analyses of the market. With respect to GTO launches, the
size of satellites seems to be increasing, u2 This has h ~ - t w o imvortant
impacts. First, the Ariane 4 is making fewer double paylo~launches,
thereby decreasing its profitabilityY 3 Second, Smaller payloa~rockets
such as the Delta II risk being virtually excluded from the GTO launch

109.' See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT, supra note 25, at 18; de Selding, supra
note 40, at 8; Philip Chien, A Strong Finish for 1993; 1994 Launch Preview, VIA
SATELLITE, Jan. 1994, at 122.
110. See generally Heydon, supra note 4, at 143; de Selding, supra note 40, at 8.
111. This dual-launch capability creates the incentive to fill each launch with two
satellites, which sometimes results in a bargain price in order to fill the second slot. See
Heydon, supra note 4, at 143. Dual launches, however, subject each customer to the
possibility of delays caused by the co-passenger. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVFAWMENT,
supra note 25, at 14.
112. See de Soiding, supra note 40, at 8.
113. ld.
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market.114
Reliability rates are also an important factor m~choosing a launch
company. Because payloads are usually designed to customer specifieatious, a failure which destroys the payload can be disastrous for a
customer, eansing Substantial delays in service to satellite : users, m
Moreover, there is a trend towards basing insurance rates on reliability.
Scheduling flexibility and political factors can also b e decisive in an
otherwise equal competition, n6
One final factor, often ignored in market surveys, is the effect of
exchange-rate fluetuatious, u7 These variations make launch suppliers
with relatively constant pricing policies more or less attractive, depending
on the prevailing exchange rates. For example, in the mid-1980s, when
the dollar was riding high against most European currencies, American
launch prices looked steep .in comparison to prices offered by Arianespace. Conversely, by 1990, when the dollar had dropped significantly,
Arianespace's relative price had risen dramatically.

' ~i~
-:~ :,

C. How Level a Playing Field: Trading Practices, Competitive Advantages, and Handicaps in the Launch Services Business
This section canvasses the various economic and political factors that
affect the different participants' competitiveness in the international
market. An understanding of these factors must precede any assessment
of the availability or desirability of trade,~f~,~aedies or industrial policy.

1. Arianespace
Arianespace is a mixed enterprise that includes private aerospace
firms, banks, and the Centre National d'Emdes Spatiales ("CNES"),
France's public space agency. Arianespace functions as a commercial
provider
marketing services, procuring rocket components, and
-

-

114. /d.
115. Consider, for example, the loss of a $138 million Hughes satellite in December 1992
when a Chinese rocket malfunctioned. See Hughes Still Confutent in China Satellite
Launch, supra note 52.
116. For example, Arianespace claims that the United States pressured Intelsat into
accepting a Chinese bid with the tacit understanfiing that this would quell Chinese protest
over the sale of F-16 fighter planes to Taiwan. See Green, supra note 100, at 4. General
Dynamics has made similar assertions about Arianespace. See Trade Hearings, supra note
23, at 2 (prepared statement of Alan M. Lovelace, General Dynamics Corp.).
117. See generally Heydon, supra note 4, at 142.
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assuming responsibility f o r launch operations.
Arianespace h a s enjoyed many competitive advantages as a result o f : !~
support it receives from European governments. D i r e c t subsidies-were:~
provided for the development o f Ariane rockets, and the European Space
Agency ( " E S A " ) provides aid: i n such areas as failure analysis and
correction o f design deficiencies~,us U.S. G o v e r n m e n t support in these
areas ceased in 1987. m The complex w e b o f relations among Arianespace and its owners creates several additional cost advantages. F o r
example, ample room exists for shifting costs and expenses, opening the
possibility o f marginal sub~idies in current operations. The multinational
character o f Arianespace's ownership and operations also offers: an
opportunity to exploit currency mixes in cost accounting and pricing. •
As a government-industry partnership, Arianespace also avoids:some
of the difficulties that U.S. suppliers encounter. European government
guarantees permit Arianespace to offer customers attractive financing, n°
Arianespace also uses its government contacts to assist customers in
obtaining insurance. 121 Because it is a pseudo-private enterprise,
Arianespace also gives priority for use o f its launch.tables to commercial
customers. U.S. companies must use government launch sites, where
commercial launches can be preempted by public sector scheduling.m:: In
short, Arianespace is the beneficiary o f much direct and indirect
government support that lowers its costs and increases its attractiveness
to potential customers.

One slight disadvantage is that Arianespace's

multinational character requires that it disperse its contracts among

118. Trade Hearings, supra note 23, at 2 (prepared statement of Alan M. Lovelace,
General Dynamics Corp.).
119. ld.
120. Arianespaceoffers European governmentfinancing guarantees to Americansatellite
providers who sell their product to foreign companies for launch by Arianespace. See
Brooks, supra note 10, at 69. U.S. launch companies do not have access to similar U.S.
Governmentfinancing guarantees for sales to foreign companiesfor launches (on U.S. soil)
by U:S. companies. See, e.g., Space Hearings, supra note 26, at 113-14 (prepared
statement of David W. Thompson, Orbital Sciences Corp.). Americanlaunch services
companies have advocated that Eximbank f'mancingbe made available to purchasers of
U.S.-made satellites who choose to launch with an American launch company. See, e.g.,
Industrial Base, AM, Others Urge Changes in Policy Law to Promote Stable Aerospace
Industry, 59 Fed. Contracts Rep. 5 (BNA), at d6 (Feb. 5, 1993) [bereinafter Industrial
Base]; see also infra note 254 and accompanyingtext.

121. These practices were at least in part responsible for a § 301 action filed against
Arianespace. See infra notes 216-19 and accompanyingtext.
122. See Brooks, supra note 10, at 69. Because of the constraints on the use of current
government launch sites, beth Hawaii and Florida have considered building another launch
facility for ELVs. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESrlvtEI~,supra note 25, at 15-16.
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suppliers from different countries onthe basis of a "fair return" for each,
which is often inconsistent with minimizing costs.12a
Some of Arianespace's advantages over its U.S. competitors are
unrelated to government economic support. Although all boosters
currently on the market were developed with government support; the
Ariane rocket design and launch facilities are more modem than their
American counterparts.lU The launch facility in French Guiana is also
closer to the equator than U.S. launch sites, making it more fuel efficient
for rockets launched from this location.nS ESA is also far ahead in the
development of the next phase of ELVs. The Ariane 5 is due to fly
commercially in 1996 and it will be able to launch+up to three mediumsized telecommunications satellites.t26 By contrast, the U.S. cooperative
venture to build the National Launch System ("NLS') faced various
technical and funding delays that originally placed it far behind the
European effort. Then, in late 1992, the NLS program was canceled, n7
Steady commercial demand has permitted Arianespace to order fifty
Ariane 4 launchers in a single lot from European producers. The fiftylauncher purchasing commitment streamlined production processes and
allowed Arianespace to reduce costs by twenty percent.ns By making
such a large order, Arianespace has effectively achieved the same
.

.

123. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT, supra note 25, at 23.
124. See The Kourou Launch Facility, VIA SATELLITE,Nov. 1993, Supp. at 10-11; Space
Hearings, supra note 26, at 40 (prepared statement of Michael W. Wynne, General
Dynamics Corp.). The present fleet of American launch vehicles is based on designs that
were not created with an eye to economically efficient production or use. Although
modifications have improved performance and cost efficiency, at least one reason that the
U.S. launch fleet has begum to lag behind the competition relates to its older designs. See
generally ENCOURAGINGPRIVATE INVESTMENT, supra note 25, at 23.
125. The closer to the equator, the less fuel required to attain GTO and hence the greater
the payload capacity. The location of Arianespace's facility provides it with roughly a 10%
lift advantage. See SETTING SPACE TRANSPORTATIONPOLICY, supra note 4, at 30.
126. See Craig Covault, European Ariune 5 Launcher Readied, AVIATIONWK. & SPACE
TECH., Apr. 4, 1994, at 45-46. Some have questioned the ability of the Ariane 5 to find
a commercial niche because its capacity is so great. Moreover, development c,vsts for the
vehicle and a new launch facility will,F~obably run close to $5 billion; Arianespace's
commercial revenues will not be :.hie'to cover this cost, thus requiring government
subsidies. See/d.; ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVF_AWMENT,supra note 25, at 23. Arianespace,
however, is apparently confident of the impending need for a launcher with the Ariane 5's
capability and believes it can recoup its investment in the vehicle. See The World Market
for Commercial Launch Services, VIA SATELLITE, Nov. 1993, Supp at 20; Jeffrey M.
Lenorovitz, Ariune 5 Contractors Presse~l to Reduce Recurring Costs, AVIATION WK. &
SPACE TECH., June 8, 1992, at 23.
127. For an account of the cancellation, see Amb/t/ous $10-15 Billion NLS System
Canceled by Congress, SATELLITE NEWS, Oct. 19, 1992, at 1.
128. See Jeffrey M. Lenorovitz, Europe to Increase Emphasis on Commercial Space
Activity, AVIATION WK. #: SPACE TECH., Mar. 16, 1992, at 128.

:.
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economies of scale that U.S. manufacturers accomplish:through U.S.
government contracts.
Direct ties between Arianespace and several European governments
also raise questions of whether side conditions - - f o r example, rocket
technology transfers -- are used to win launch contracts, m
As for the future, Arianespace's government support and cost
efficiency will probably increase as Europe's manned space program
comes under heightened pressure and European manufacturers shift
emphasis to commercial space activities?3°

2. American Manufacturers
American manufacturers have also benefitted from government
largess. 131 Launch vehicle designs are the product of NASA and Defense
Department-sponsored contracts.m The launch facility at Cape Canaveral
is staffed by military personnel, and NASA pays most of the fixed
costs, m while ~overnment insurance indemnificatiun timits liability for
accidents or d~mage to governmen t property. ~ Some of this assistance
has been sporadic, but there is l~;ttledoubt that govvram~t participation:
has been essential to the development of the domestic commercial launch
industry. Military purchases ands"buy American" rules~~ for public
sector satellite launches also provide a steady stream of business, which;
as Table 5 indicates, nearly equals total commercial demand, and allows
certain fLxed costs to be amortized over a larger number of launch

129• Some industry observers point to the case of Arianespace tying Brazil's decision to
buy Ariane launches to the transfer of rocket engine technology from Europe to Brazil as
an example of collateral influences on customer choices• See ENCOURA01N~ PRIVATE
I~rIESTMENT, supra note 25, at 23.
130. Id.
131. U.S. Government involvementin the space sector dates from the ~space race" with
the Soviet Union which brought an enormous amount of technology f i ~ e r government
control. See generally What's a Heaven For, supra note 25, at 4.
132. For example, the Delta rocket design is based on a 1950s missile produced by
McDonnell Douglas for the U.S. military. There and Back Again, supra note 25, at 9.
133. See Arianespace Chief Says U.S. Space Policy Protectionist, AEROSPACEDAILY,
Oct. 5, 1990. at 27.
134. In 1988, Congress amended The Commercial Space Launch Act of 1984 to provide
insurance indemnification. Launch companies are liable for up to $100 million for damage
to government property. They are required to obtain third party liability insurance coverage
up to $500 million. The government will indenmi~ companies for any excess liability, up
to $1.5 billion. See 49 U.S.C. § 2615 (1988).
135. Military contracts are a large portion of commercifl iaunch providera' business. See
Table 5. U.S. Government satellites are restricted to domestic carriers unless specifically
exempted by the President. See Brooks, supra note I0, at 84.
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contracts.

TABLE 5: LAUNCH CONSUMERS BY SECTOR IJ6
Successful Launches 1990-1991

Civilian Supplier

Commercial

Government

Military*

General Dynamics

5

l

3

McDonnell Douglas

5

1

7

Martin Marietta

1

0

4

Total

11

2

14

*

Includes classified payloads.

This government support has not gone unnoticed. Charles Bigot of
Arianespace is quick to counter charges of unfair competition by the
Europeans by referencing U.S. government support for its launch
i n d u s t r y , t37 Bigot has4ong maintained that a steady supply of launch
business from the U.S. government subsidizes the commercial operations
of American companies, allowing them to offer launch services to foreign
commercial customers at little or no profit.
Despite Bigot's charges, the present level of government assistance for
U.S. launch service companies does not rise to the level of support
provided by European governments to Afianespace. U.S. government
design assistance ended almost thirty years ago, but European government
d e s i g n a s s i s t a n c e c o n t i n u e s t o t h i s d a y ( o n t h e A r i a n e 5). T h e U . S .
g o v e r n m e n t d o e s n o t o f f e r f ' m a n c i n g g u a r a n t e e s and, u n l i k e t h e c a s e w i t h

Arianespace, does not own any portion of the inventozy of American

136. See SPACEBUSINESSINDICATORS, supra note 40, at 17-19.
137. For example, in an article that appeared in SPACENEWS in June 1992, Bigot accused
McDonnell Douglas of making bids below its normal commercial rote in several
international competitions. See de Selding, supra note 105, at 8.
This charge sterns from three heated competitions in which McDonnell Douglas bested
Arianespace, winning contracts to launch satellites for Germany, Indonesia, and, most
recently, two satellites for South Korea.. erhaps the biggest disappointment came in October
1991, when McDonnell Douglas won a competition to launch a satellite for the state-owned
German telecommunications authority, even though Germany is a member of E~A and
German companies own about 19% of Arianespace's shares. Bigot claimed that McDonnell
Douglas's bid in the German Telekom competition bordered on launch services dumping and
amounted to a "throwaway price." ld.
McDonnell Douglas officials responded that other considerations, such as schedule
flexibility, mission accuracy, and the McDonnell Douglas record of reliability all contributed
to the purchase decisions, ld.
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ELVs. Fundamentally, Arianespace is, at least in part, a European
government enterprise, whereas U.S. launch services providers are private

companies. These differenees suggest that trade measures o r some form
of industrial policy may be advisable to "level the playing field" in this
industry.
:,
3.

China

If there is one proposition with which the Europeans and the Americans agree, it is that China's participation in the launch services business
must be carefully controlled to avoid undue harm to the Western launch
industry, m Because it has already completed several commercial
launches successfully, China's GWIC is a tangible, immediate threat. Its
apparent willingness to charge substantially less than Arianespace or the
U.S. launch companies makes GWIC a troublesome competitor.
As is the case with U.S. rockets, GWIC's Long March series of
boosters owes its existence to military development programs of the late
1960s and early 1970s. 139 But from the time China attempted to enter the
commercial market in the late 1980s, the United States and Europe have
claimed that GWIC's launches receive on-going subsidization. 14° China
denies subsidizing its launch industry and attributes its bargain prices to
the low costs of materials and labor. 14~ Actually, the support received by
GWIC from the Chinese government is ¢iifficult to assess because the
Long March boc~sters have few hard currency inputs. Indeed, because of
its status as a state enterprise~ in a non-market economy, it is probably
fruitless to attack GWIC o n t h e grounds that it receives government
subsidization. Proving the "actual cost" of GWIC launches would be
extraordinarily difficult, and, more importantly, artificial. The better
inquiry is to ask whether China has engaged in unfair pricing, designed
to steal market share from Western suppliers.
On this count, China appears guilty as charged. The pattern of:
GWIC's bidding demonstrates an effort to attract business with low prices
while remaining within the limits of the U.S.-China accord on trade in

138. See Heydon,supra note 4, at 145.
....
139. See Letter from Gwen Freed, Officeof Commercial Space Transportation,U.S.
Departmentof Transportation,to Ms. See Park (Oct. 25, 1993).
140. This charge is made despite the pricing constraints imposed by the U.S.-China
agreementdiscussed more fully below. See, e.g., Heydon,supra note 4, at 145.
141. Se~o.Green& Preston, supra note 32.
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- l a u n c h servicP~s. 142 This has resulted:iin bids that substantially u n d e ~ t
those o f G W I C ' s

' ';::

Western counterparts.. , : F o r example, ..in a':.1992

"'~

competition for two A u s t r a l i a n satellites, t h e Chinese bid::~,as,about one
third less than the b i d s b y Arianespace and McDonnell BOu~as.!4~ C ~

:

won that contract, p r o v o k i n g s[~,rn protests from Western launch services
c o m p a n i e s ) 44 M e r e recently, in a competition that G W I C entered for the
l a u n c h o f an lntelsat satellite, t h e C~inese b i d was closer t o , W e s t e r n
companies. 1 4 5
The agreement negotiated with the U n i t e d States in 19891ies at the
heart o f the debate surrounding China's

participation i n t h e international

launch services market. ~4~ In exchange for export licenses,for American
satellites, the agreement limited the Chinese to nine commercial launches
during the period .1989 through 1994, p r o h i b i t e d t h e "bunching'~ o f too
many launches over a shox~ time, and required pricing " o n par" with
Western suppliers. ~4~ Despite the agreement, o b t a i n i n g U.S. export
licenses for American-made satellites has been an on-again; off-again (.~.:
affair. N o licenses were issued for six months following the ~events" a t

:.:

Tiananmen Square, but subsequent action b y President BuSh r e s u l t e d in
the award o f additional Ik~nses. m A ban on licenses was automatically
reinstated ~due to alleged violations o f the Missile Technology Control

142. See discussion infra notes 146-47 ~md accompanying.text.
'~!.:i:~143. See Green & Preston, supra note 52.
144. Id.; see also Heydon, tupra note 4, at 144~5~ This was the fh'st Chinese launch
under the agreement with the United States. As a first launch, it is considered .~pmmofiona~* and thus exempffrom the requirement that its pricing be .?On par* with Western
suppliers. See Memorandum of Agreement Between China and the United States Regarding

:

lnteri~ational Try.de in Conu~erci~l Launch Services, in Ch~-United Stoles Agreements
Regqrding Commercial Satellite Launches, 28A.L.M. 596, 599 (1989) [hereinafter
U.S.-China Memorandum]; Green & Preston, s~pra note 52, at 3.
145. See Aritmespace Selected for lntelsat 8 Deal, FLIGHTII~'L, D~. 16, 1992.

',46. There were a~mallythree agreements, one covering Wade.in launch services, another
on safeguarding U.S. satellite technology, and a third on lizbility for accidents. See~
China-United States: Agreements Regarding C6~',mercia!Satellite Launct~es, 28 I.L.M. 596
(1989). The U.S :-China agreement was concluded without any Europeanpartic~atinn. This
fact is a ~urce of some tension between the United States and Europe. See Craig Coyault,
A.,iane launch O~oer~ions Slowed by Satellite Problems, AVIATIONWK. & SPACETI~L,
Feb. 8, lt-~3, at 24; Heydon, supra note 4, at 141: Interestingly, the Europea~ have been
i~cluded in negotiationsto bring Russia into the commercial mar~t.~:.....
-~ :.
~
147. See U.8".:.ChinaMemorandtzm, supranote 131, at599-602. Foraclarificatibnofthe"~ :~ '::;" *~
te`rms of the agreement according to USTR's interpretation, :~e Letter from S. Bruce
=~
Wilson, Ass't USTR to Edward Browne, Martin Mariettz.Titan, Inc. (Jan. 27, 1989) (copy
on f d e w~:bauthor).
. :
148. See Bush Bars Sate~¢ Exports to China. Cites Munitions List, Foreign Aid Law,
C o ~ . DAILY,May 2, 199".., at 3.
.,~
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Regime; the Clinton Administration
subsequently
wawed~thisban.:.
:.,, !i~ "::1~'~r''':
.
The U.S. launch industry ~ urged tbeUnited s t a t e s G 0 v e ~ t
t o ,: .:"i ! : /
enforce strictly the 1989 agreement, m I n . f a c t i a t indnstry urging,
Congress passed the ~ x ~ r t Facilitation Act in 1990, which would llave
superseded the 1986agreement with eveil more stringent limitations On ........
Chinese commercial launches. 151 T h i s ~-t w o u l d have required t h e : : ::
President to verify Chinese compliance with:the terms o f f l
before granting an export license. President Bush, however
the bill and Congress did not attempt t o override his pocket veto. m
Some have complaine,d that the Chinese have violated various
provisions of the agreement with impunity: A c~rding to Lori Garret,
director of the National Space Society (an indnstry:trade group), U.S.
companies believe China's pricing has b e e n inconsistent with the
accord. 153 In fact, the Chinese have underbid Westemcompanies: i n
.every competition they have entered. Despite ind~try complaints;i:the
O ~ c e of theU.S. Trade Representative ("USTR,) has takenno action :
regarding Chinese compliance. Because the agreement will Soon expire,
it seems as if industry complaints will have ultimately had little effect.
-, : ~

D.

R e s u l t s : P r o j e c t e d Marke-¢ S h a r e s

..

....

Arianespace made huge inroads into U.S. market share .during ::the
mid-1980s. Nineteen ninety-one was a banner year for Euroge, with
Ariane rockets le:anching eleven of the sixteen commercial Satellites
successfully >put into GTO. lu Nineteen ninety-two and 1993 Were more
favorable to the United States, but Arianespace seems to b e holding
steady with a market share of more than fifty percent. 155 As of Spring
1993, Arianespaee's annual market survey showed that of fifiy-fous civil
and commercial launches booked for the ensuing thrce years (1993-1995),

149. See UNITEDSTATESDEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCENEWS,issuedJan. 6, 1994, at 1.
150. See, e.g., U.S., China Begin Talkn to Review1989 SateUite Launch Agreement,
DAILYREPORTFOREXECUTIVES(BNA), July 11, 1990, at A-7.
Y
' ~--~
151. H.R. 4653, 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1990); see also ENCOURAGINGPRIVATE
INVF_.WME~, supranote 25, at 24.
152. See CONGRESSIONALRESEARCHSERVICE,SPACELAUNCHOPTIONS8 {Dec. 17,
1990) (David P. Radzanowski& Marcia S. Smith).
153. The NationalS:~aceSocietyhas alreadydrafteda § 301 petitionand has threatened
on numerousoccasio~ to file it with the USTR. TelephoneinterviewwithLori A. Garver,
Director, NationalSpace Society(July 7, 1992).
154. See Market Trends, supra note 24.
155. See Chien, supra note 109,

.f < ~
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market on the basis of price, perhaps an average of one or two launches
annually. Of course, that s.hare will be constrained byfactors such as the
ability to obtain U.S. exl~iort licenses and GWIC's launch success rates.
Russia's entry into the market will exacerbate the conditions o f oversupply that will prevail from '~e mid-1990s onward, meaning less business
for Western launch services companies. In short, although U.S. suppliers
were able to maintain their market position in the early 1990s, their share
will almost certainly dwindle in the future. Arianespace will also suffer
from the condition of oversupply, but fn'm national commitments to the
enterprise's success> (at least for now) will ensure its continued presence
in the market. Thes~:~ factors almost .guarantee that, absent dramatic
/'."
reductions m the cog¢ of U.S. launch vehicles, American launch services
providers will fred it increasingly hard to compete in the GTO commercial market, t~
~:
•

HI. N E G O T I A T I O N S ON T R A D E IN L A U N C H
SERVICES
In an effort to mitigate the impact of the current and impending
oversupply of launch vehicles, the United States has pursued a variety of
negotiated agreements to establish trade rules for launch services
providers. This part reviews the m o s t important of these efforts. It
begins by examining the multilateral GATT talks and then moves to
various bilateral negotiations.
A.

The GAT£"

Although most approaches to date have b ~ n bilateral, the multilateral,
comprehensive GATT services negotiations seem like a logical forum for

156. See SatePdteLaunch Demand Will Slow in Mid-1990s, Arianespace Predict$,MOBILE
SATELLITEREPORTS,Mar. 1, 1993, at:L:
157. LEO launches for some pmposM mobilecommtmicationsnetworkssuch as Iridium
will absorb some excess capac~ for t~e Proton, Delta lI, and the Long March. The net
effect of these LEO applications, however, will be limitedbecause many will never come
to fruition, and larger payloadlaunchers will not be economicallyefficientfor most such
LEO satellites. See Andrew Lawler, ReporL'LEO M a r k e i : ~ e d , Apr. 18-24, 1994, at
1,20.
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constructing a launch service~ ~trade regime. Using the GATT f0rum:
could have the additional advantage o f including developing countries,
many of which may eventually enter the launch service~market, inany
resulting agreement. ~SB

1. Specific Inclusion of Launch services in the GATI"
At one point, it was suggested that the GATT negotiations on services : ~ . < . ~
specifically include discussion of launch services./59 Informally,: the : ~ - USTR disfavored the idea. ~6° The United States' lack of enthusiasm for
the GATT forum was apparently rooted in its preference for bilateral
;:.
negotiations, m From the U.S. perspective, it makes sense to pursue •
bilateral deals and then try to "multila~eralize~ any agreements reached.*
Moreover, the comparative ease of achieving bilateral accords and their
comparative efficacy in these circumstances are also likely enticements. ~62
Whatever the forum, the U.S. space industry and its champions in the
Administration and Congress are intent on protecting "buy American,
provisions and other procurement restrictions favorable to U.S. suppliers
from foreign attack.~3 In early 1992, the launch industry thought that the
USTR was considering opening to negotiation gOVernment procurement
of research and development launch services. ~s* This mistaken belief
about a change in negotiating strategy set off an immediate reaction. The

158. See Brooks, sup,'a note 10, at 99.
159. Cf. Andrew Lawler, U.S. Agencies Eye GAIT Talks With Growing Unease, DEF.
NEWS, Mar. 30-Apr. 5, 1992, at 1.
160. Telephone interview with Gerald Musarra, Office of the United States Trade
Representative (Sept. 17, 1992).
161. This preference, which is somewhat at odds with the general U.S. policy regarding
the GATT, is implicit in the 1988 Amendments to the Commercial Space Launch Act. See
§§ 9, IO2, 102 Stat. 3906 (codified as amended at 49 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2623 (1988));
Brooks, supra note 10, at 98.
162. To the extent that the U.S: and European satellite makers dominate the market, a
firm agreement on trade in launch services between the U.S. and Europe could be enforced
against third parties with satellite export controls. The desirability of using export controls
indefinitely is questionable, since it presents an opportunity for competitors to gain market
share. SeeENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT, supra note 25, at 37. Export controls
might, however, form the basis of an effective short-term strategy to control NME market
entry.
163. See Lawler, supra note 159; Letter from Congressman Jim Bacchus, l l t h District,
Florida, to Ambassador Carla Hills, United States Trade Representative (Feb. 28, 1992) (on
t'de with author). This position is uncomfortably inconsistent with the successful effort in
1990 by the U.S. Government to open internal Japaneso Government satellite projects to
non-Japanese satellite builders. See Heydon, supra note 4, at 142.
164. See Lawler, supra note 159.
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controversy-was ultimately resolved bY a letter from Ambassador .Carla"'.:
"
° "
, ," ' : "Hiils,assuring Florida Congressman Jim Bacchus tha' t ...U theAdministration decided ;..i ., not to offer l a u n c ~ g services for :coverage under'aft:i:
.:
expanded Government Procurement Code. ~1~.By keeping launch Services ."~.:/-: ...-:
off the table altogether, government procurement of launch services:did
not become a sore spot.for other GATT patties, and the.: agrecmem :: i.,:~: " • T.
ultimately reached did, not specifically:address the government procure~
ment issue.
~
~'

2, Coverage of the ServicesText of the GATS
Although the GATT agreement does not specifically cover launch
services, it could be argued that the Gencra:..Agreement
;~ 1
o n Trade in
Services Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of ~vI,.dtilateral
Trade Negotiations ( " G A T S " ) includes trade in launch serviceJ;l...1~
A threshold problem is determining whether the nature of services
trade covered by the GATS is broad enough to include trade in launch
services. In defining =trade in services," Article I of the GATS states:

f~

[Tirade in services is defined as the supply of a service:
(a)
from the territory of one Member into the territory
o f any other Member;
(b)
in the territory of one Member to the service consumer of any other Member;
(c)
by a service supplier of one Member, through commercial presence in the territory of any other Member;
(d)
by a service Supplier of one Member, through presence of natural persons of a Member in the territory of any other Member. 167

1

165. Letter from Ambassador Carla Hills to Congressman Jim Bacchus (May 22, 1992) .
(on fro with author).
,~,
i!-~:J. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade - - Multilateral Trade Negotiations (The
Uruguay Round): General Agreement on Trade in Services("GATS"), Dec. 15, 1993, 33
I.L.M. 44 [hereinafter GATS]. Services negotiations are actually separate from the G A I T
framework. Negotiators of the GATS report through the Trade Negotiations Committee
("TNC"), rather than the Group of Negotiations on Goods. See Brooks, supra note 10, at
99.
167. GATS, pt. I, art. I, supra note 166, at 48-49 (Scope & Definition).
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This language appears easily broad enough to cover the.typicallaunch
servicesarrangement in which a launch company from country,A supplies
services in country A to a customer from country B. ~¢
This definitional-scopequestion is only the fh-ststepin determine,,,
g
whether the G A T S applies to trade in launch services. One of.themost
important articles of the agreement, part Hi article H ,
"Most-Fav0red-Nation Treatment," requires that a party to the agreement
"accord immediately and unconditionally to services and service suppliers
of any other Member, treatment no less favorable than that it accords to r
like services and service suppliers of any other:~.aun[ry. "I~ This key
article includes an opt-out provision, t:° Under thisprovision, all services
are automati-c~y covered by part II,,.artic!e II u n l ~ s they are specifically
included in an ann~x to article II exemptions.17~ There is no annex that
specifi':aily::exclndes launch services from coverage by the GATS. t72 . . . .
Therefore, unlesn:the.terms of another annex=-~~ be construed to exclude
launch services from/most-favored-nation tre-~ment, ~p a r t . , article II
would apply to lann~h~ervices.
Such a construction is unlikely. It might be argued that trade in
launch services should fall under the Annex on Teleeommunicatious.!a ;,:
However, although launch services are an integral part of the telecommunicatious industry, this annex is aimed at providing an exception topart
II, article lI "with respect to measures affecting access to and use o f
public telecomm~xticatious transport networks and services." iT, The annex
clearly focuses on access to and use of telecor.mmnications facilities,
neither of which is affected - - except in a very remote way - - by laws
favoring domestic launch services providers.
A search: for coverage of launch services in the Annex on Air
Transport Services ~75 would be equally futile. The plain meaning of the

168. Lani~h services are somewhat unusual in this regard ~..ca~l~ the service itself may
never cross ~q international frontier, even though the customer of the U.S. service is
foreign. :=This!factposes a problem when applying some U.S. trade laws. See infra notes
210-212',3nd accompanying text.
169. OATS, pt. If, art. If, supra note 166, at 49 (Most-Favored-N~ttion T~eatme~t).
170. Id.
171. ld.
172. The annexes excluding certain services under certain conditions f~om part II, article
II coverage currently include: Annex on Movement o f Natural Persons Supplying Services
Under the Agreement; Annex on Financial Services; Annex on Telecommunications; and
Annex on Air Transport Services. See GATS, supra n~te 166, at 69-77.
173. GATe, supra note 166, at 73.
174. ld. ¶ 1.I (Objectives) (emphasis added).
175. GATS, supra note 166, at 76,
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language in this:_an_unex~d6~ not include launch services.
Moreover,
even if it could bc contended that launch Services constitute ,air transpo!l. =

!

>>11I

services,~ this annex specificailystates that article H shall apply to?'th6:
selling or marketing of air,transport services."~77

-:.

Other important articles that might aid domestic .launch-services
providers against Arianespace or GWIC turn out to be equally unhelpful ,
upon closer examination. For example, the GATS includes an article on
subsidies (article XV), 17sbut this article has almost no substance. Instead,
article XV calls for multilateral negotiations to consider the trade-distoning effects of subsidies and "address the appropriateness of countervailing procedures.'~79 The only remedy provided f o r a Member that
believes that it has been "adversely affected by a subsidy of another
Member ~ is a "request [for] consultations with that Member on such matters. "~s° Such requests "shall be accorded sympathetic consideration" 18~
- - hardly a complete remedy.
Government procurement is also~xcluded f r o m the requirements of
national treatment, market access, and most-favored-nation treatment? s2
Article XIII provides an exception for regulations " g o v e r n i n g the
procurement by governmental agencies of services purchased for
governmental purposes and not with a view~to commercial resale o r with
a view to use in the supply of services for commercial sale. "n3 The

/i

~='•

GATS provides for multilateral negotiations on government procurement
in services within two years from the entry into force of the Agreement,
but there is no concrete requirement for liberalization. 184 Thus, national
procuremen~ laws that favor local service providers are completely acceptable under the GATS.
Even if launch services could be squeezed into one of the categories
discussed above, there are numerous, broadly worded ~:ovi~gns that
allow natiow, ~,~ escape the limited number of requirements that the

176. The annex obviously is intended to apply to services provided by commercial
aircraft. It states, ~[t]hisAnnex applies to measuresaffectingtrade in air transportservices,
whether scheduled or non-scheduled, and ancillary services." ld.
177. Id. ¶ 3, at 77. The exceptionsgranted by the annex to article H coveragerelate to
air traffic rights. Id.
178. GATS, pt. II, art. XV, supra note 166, at 59 (Subsidies).
179. /d.
180. /d.
181. /d.

182. OATS, pt. II, art. xm, supra note 166, at 57 (GovernmentProcurement).
183. M.
184. M.

'-"
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agreement actually would impose, rF o r example, the national
exception permits laws restricting trade in services where a country
considers such laws "necessary for the protection of its essential security
i n t e r e s t s . . , relating to the provision of services as carried out.directly
or indirectly for the purpose of provisioning a military establishment."~
"l~ais language could easily justify protection o f an indigenous,launch
industry as a backup for a nation's military launch capability) u :
A category ofSo-called "general exceptions, is also available for
countries seeking to avoid the application of the agreement's rules) 87 Of
course these exceptions cannot :oe "applied in a manner which could
coustimte a meaus of arbitrary or unjustifiable d i s e r i m i n a t i 0 n . . , o r a
disguised restriction on international trade in services. " ~ Still, a number
of legitimate arguments could be made under this section for laws that
discriminate against foreign lauzi~h services companies. For example,
provisions offering an exception f6r laws "necessary to protect human,
animal, or plant life or health" Is9 ~.ttld
.'/. be used to ratlonahze
•
• prohibitions
on export Of satellites for launches b y Arianespace,because the risk of
damage to the natural environment of :French Guiana. Similarly,
Arianespace could claim that Cape Canaveral is located too close to the :
Canav~.~al National Seashore and the Merit Island National ,Wildlife
Refuge, both protected areas.
Services have been a GATT stumbling block since negotiations began
m 1986 ~g° and unfortunately the GATS leaves the majori of the
important issues unresolved and subject to'future negotiation. For
American companies concerned with potentially unfair foreign trading
practices, this means that the GATS offers little assistance. Because the
agreement's enforcement mechanisms are weak, bilateral negotiations,
American trade laws,~9~and other domestic developments willovershadow
the GATS in their effects on the launch services industry.
=

B. Other Negotiations

185. GATS, pt. H, art. XIV b/s, supra note 166, at 59 (Security Exceptions).
186. ~ / n f r a notes 232-35 and accompanying text.
187. See GATS, pt. H, art. XIV, supra note 166, at 57 (General Exceptions).
188. Id.
189. ld. at 58.
190. See Brooks~ supranote 10, at 97.
191. One possible benefit to the OATS is that violating its provisions could serve as the
basis of a § 301 action. See infra notes 213-226 and accompanying text.

,=
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I. The "Rules o f the Road" Talks with Europe
The on-going "Rules of the Road" talks ('ROR:Talks") are bilateral
negotiations between the United States and Europe concerning trade in
launch services. They have been an important part of the U.S. effort to
build a fair trading regime in the launch services market.
Although the exact scope of the ROR Talks is secret, any accord
would likely contain at least two features. First, there would be an
agreement on launch pric~g. This would establish the set of costs to be
included in launch prices ~.~fiwould encourage pricing on par with market
rates, l~z The former would help eliminate claims of launch services
dumping, 193 and the latter, WoD~d discourage predatory pricing.

The

second main feature of an agreement would be a delineation of permissible and impermissible non-price concessions. 194 This would avoid charges
of unfairness based on favorable financing or assistance in obtaining
insurance. Unfortunately, the talks have thus far been conducted in relative obscurity and there is little evidence of material progress. Despite
optimism expressed by some that 1992 would produce an agreement, ~
none was reachedJ ~ In 1993, U.S. attention was focused on U.S.-Russia
negotiations, and the ROR Talks produced no agreement. The talks have
also followed an on-again, off-again pattern because of institutional
problems on the European side.~9~
Even if the ROR Talks are successfully completed, the resulting
bargain will not be a panacea. Presumably, any agreement would be
aimed at m ~ t a i n i n g current market shares for Western companies.198
Such a task, however, would be far from easy.

Under a cost-based

trading regime, Alianespace will not necessarily find its competitive edge
eroded, at least in part because even if governv'¢nt support ceased
t/
immediately, Arianespace would have substantial ad vantages owing to the

192. Compare the U.S.-China agreementwhich specifiesthat GWIC bids be on par with
Western bids. See supra note 144.
193. See supra note 137 and accompanyingtext.
194. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 35.
195. See, e.g., Trade Hearings, supra note 23, at 2 (prepared statement of Alan M.
Lovelace, General DynamicsCorp.).
196. As the election heated up, there was little incentive to move forward on the ROR
talks. Moreover, the staff at USTR was apparently focusedon the NAFTAnegotiations.
Telephone interview with Gerald Musarra. USTR (July 14, 1992).
197. Apparently, there is a jurisdictional dispute between ESA and the European
Commission ('the Commission"). See Lawler, supra note 159, at 7.
198. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 35.
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recency of the assistance it has received from European governments: ~
Additionally, as the discussion in part IIsuggested, Arianespace has many
cost advantages unrelated to government support. ~° Conversely,: U.S.
manufacturers show no signs o f making significant reductions i n
manufacturing costs in the foreseeable future, 2°| and at present thereis no
effort to develop the next generation oflauncbers. 2°2 Thus, even following
the "r~les of the road," Arianespace will probably increase its m/~rket
share at the expense of U.S. suppliers. A U.S.-Europe agreement would
also d o little to protect current market shares from the onslaught of
Russian and Chinese competition.
There are other problems with any agreement that the ROR Talks
might estabhsh. On the technical side, enforcement would be difficult.
Export controls -- designed to prevent technology transfers that threaten
national security -- are not designed to be used as trade enforcement
mechanisms and may be too cumbersome. Likewise, although Section
301 of the Trade Act of 1974 could be used, this is a fairly unwieldy
tool, and use of it may be too politically sensitive.to provide steady
enforcement.~
....
Finally, one must consider whether a managed trade approach would
be disadvantageous in the net analysis. To the extent that such an
approach were effective, incumbent launch providers would benefit from
a constricted supply of launch services, but customers, including domestic
satellite companies and consumers of telecommunications services, would
suffer in the form of artificially high prices. 2°4 Similarly, as other
satellite manufacturers improve their capabilities and performance, export
control mechanisms would become useless enforcement tools. 2~
In short, the ROR Talks do not offer a complete solution to the
dilemma faced by U.S. launch services companies. This does not mean
that they are superfluous: However, without a government-supported
effort to lower costs, improve technology, and develop new launch

199. The CBO suggested in 1991 that Arianespace's inherent advantages, such as
geography and newer rocket designs, may be the keys to its competitive success. See id.
at 35-37.
200. See supra 118-30 and accompanying text.
201. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATE INVESTMENT, supra note 25, at 36.
202. See supra note 124 and accompanying text.
203. See infra notes 213-215 and accompanying text.
204. See ENCOURA61NO PRIVATE INV-:.STMENT~supra note 2S~ at 36. As one satellite
company official has noted, the domestic satellite industry is significantly larger than the
launch services industry.
205. A'eesupra note 162 and accompanying text.
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vehicles, U.S. firms will not be able to sustain thek market position.
2. Bilateral Negotiations with Russia and China
As discussed in:part I, the United States reached accords withboth
Russia and China regarding each country's participation inthe commercial launch services industry. The Chinese agreement will soon expire,
and there is little reason to believe it will be renewed. The Russian
agreement will last into the next century, but already serious questions
have arisen as to interpretation, leaving the effectiveness of the agreement
over the longer-term open to question. ~
There are other reasons that limit the effectiveness of the agreements.
First, Western bids can vary by as much twenty-five percent for the same
launch. ~ The absence of a more established rate structure means that
price restrictions are difficult to enforce. For example, Russia could
easily offer bids that undercut Arianespace and American bids, arguing
that they were reasonable given the/general range of bids. ~ Similarly,
/,/
,
the presence of even marginally lower Russian or Chinese bids will likely
exert downward pressure on market prices and, therefore, Western launch
companies' profits. Finally, as U.S. providers have discovered in the
•

,

*

•

•

•

case of China, political concerns make enforcement of pricing agreements
- - even in cases of clear violations - - exceedingly difficult. ~
IV.

GOVERNMENT
SUPPLIERS

RESPONSES

OF LAUNCH

TO ASSIST

SERVICES

:

As the preceding suggests, international agreements ar.,O negotiations
do not offer much in the way of hope for U.S. launch services manufacturers. Instead, U.S. manufacturers may have to rely on direct and
indirect government assistance or on unilateral trade measures to secure
their place in the market. This part examines the efficacy of these two
possible approaches.

206. See supra note 69 and accompanyingtext; Space Hearings, supra note 26, at 51-53
(prepared statementof Steven D. Dorfman, Hughes Space and Comm. Co.).
207. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra note 25, at 28 (noting that prices
for Atlas 2 launches ranged from $60 to $85 million in 1989 dollars).
208. Exchange rate fluctuations make "equating" bids even more difficult.
209. See supra notes 150-53 and accompanyingtext.
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A. Applying U.$. Trade Laws
1. Countervailing Duty and Antidumping Measures
Countervailing duty and antidumping measures 2t0 are c o m m o n tools to
combat unfair foreign trade practices. Both are aimed at importation o f
goods into the United States.

Services d o not fall within the tecimieal

coverage o f domestic countervailing duty o r antidumping laws. 2n Launch
services would therefore not fall within the ambit o f these laws. Launch
services are also not "imported" into the United States. 2~2

2. Relief from Unfair Trade Practices
Section 301 o f the Trade Act o f 1974 has broader language not limited
by the requirement that merchandise cross an international frontier. 2m3
Section 301 gives powers to the USTR to combat unfair trade practice~,
which essentially include any otherwise unjusticiable injury to U.S.
commerce. 2t+ Because Section 301 also specifically applies t o trade~ in
services, 215 it could provide a weapon against foreign governments that
engage in unfair trade practices in the launch services market.
Using this provision, Transpace Carriers, a U.S. launch service
vendor, filed a petition in 1984 against the European g o v e m m e n i s
participating in the development o f the Ariane rocket. 2t~

Transpace

210. Countervailing duties are authorized/under § 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930. 19
U.S.C. § 1303 (1988). Antidumping relief is available pursuant to § 731 of the Tr~riffAct.
19 U.S.C. § 1673 (1988). A variety of statutory requirements must be met before either
remedy is appropriate. See, e.g., Brooks, supra note 10, at 87-88.
211. See 19 U.S.C. § 1303(a)(1) (1988) (limiting countervailing duties to "article[s] or
merchandise"); 15 U.S.C. § 72 (1988) (limiting antidumping provisions to "articles').
212. For an interesting discussion examining the difEeulties associated with possible
legislative changes that would apply countervailing duty and antidumping law to this
context, see Brooks, supra note 10, at 89-92.
213. 19 U.S.C. § 2411 (1988).
214. Id. § 2411(a)(1)(b)(ii).
215. Id. § 2411(c)(1)Co).
216. The petition charged that: (I) Arianespace uses a two-tier pricing policy whereby
it charges higher prices to ESA Member States than to foreign customers; (2) CNES
subsidizes launch and range facilities, services, and personnel provided to Arianespace; (3)
CNES subsidizes the administrative and technical personnel it provides to Arianespace; and
(4) Arianespace's mission insurance rates are subsidized. In addition to these allegations,
the U.S. also investigated three other areas: government inducements to purchasers of
Arianespace's services; direct and indirec', government assistance to Arianespaee; and
Arianespace's cost and pricing policies. Determination Und¢~Section 301 of the Trade Act
of 1974, 50 Fed. Reg. 29,631 (1985) [hereinafter Transpace 301 Determinstinn].
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maintained that Arianespace was the beneficiary o f p r e f e r e n t i a l ~ e a t m e n t
and subsidies. 21~ USTR declined to act on the. petition, finding that the
European practices did not differ sufficiently from Asnerica~.practices "to
be considered unreasonable under Section 301. "21a SpecificaUy regarding
pricing, USTR found Arianespace pricing was a function o f normal
market forces. 2~9
The Trauspace petition highlighted many o f the problems inherent in
applying Section 301 to the launch services industry. First, U S T R will
be reluctant t o invoke this authority where it is shown that the United
States has engaged m many of the same practices, even if to a lesser
degree. 22° The report o f the USTR observed that the launch services
market, at the time in question, was fairly thin, and that ascertaining
~reasonable" practices was difficult. TM Perhaps now that the market has
matured, a Section 301 petition would not encounter this difficulty.
Certainly, in the case of China, these concerns can be overcome. Unlike
the Arianespace petition filed by Trausp~,::a:~ection 301 action against
the Chinese could rely on the 1989 U.S.-China launch agreement. 222 This
would avoid the situation o f offsetting subsidies and focus instead on the
commitments made by the Chinese in the ?,989 accord. 223
However, other problems remain.

First, at least in the case~:of

Arianespace, the USTR cannot point out clear violations o f an international trade agreement, T M meaning that any petition would have to rely on the
hard-to-prove subsidy basis that has already failed once.

Second, the

GATS provisions on dispute re~olution will sharply limit U.S. ability to

217. Id.
218. Id.
219. Id. at 29.632.
220. This was clearly a>concemin the Transpace case. See id. at 29,633."
221. See id. at 29,631,' 29,633.
222. The National Space Society filed a § 301 petition two years ago but did not pursue
it because of a lack of enthusiasm from launch service companies and a cool reception by
USTR (the petition is presently inactive). See Telephone interviewwith Lori Garret, supra
note 153.
223. Unfortunately, the best basis for a § 301 claim, pricing in violation of the
agreement, is predicated on ambiguous lan.~.,~ge. The agreement requires only that China
offer prices ~on a par" with prices ~prevai."~,~:,inthe international market for comparable
commercial launch services." See U.S.< ~::*;~,A~reement,supra note 144, at 599. The
meaning of "on a par" is not defined anywh~.=~in the agreement. Americanmanufacturers
should ensure that any agreement that emerges from talks with Russia is sufficientlyclear
to form the basis of a § 301 action if necessary. For example, rather ~an using some
subjective phrase like =on a par" to describe what prices will be permitted, a numerical
formula would be more precise and less subject to arguments about compliance.
224. The discussion in part III demonstrates how difficult it would be to establish a clear
violation of trade rules by Arianespace.
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employ Section 301, even give~..',:awillingness to do so. ~ Finally, in
such a compact industry, a Section 301 action risks foreign retaliation
against American launch services companies or against firms in other
aerospace areas. ~'~

B. Domestic Efforts to Assist:the Commercial
Launch Se, ~es Industry
.~._=,
The policy issues surrounding the do~ ~:sticlaunch services industry
are inextricably linked to the belief that the United States should maintain
a domestic lannch capability.
Typically, arguments fry U.S. government intervention to assistlaunch.'j.
companies begin with a :;:cview of the beleaguered aerospace industry,
where cutbacks in defense signaling have hit hard.zz7 ,Patent companies
of launch services providers have suffered major Ioss~ and dwindling
government contracts workf 'a This translates into lostjobs~ and heavy
political pressure to protect threatened lines of business that remain
profitable, such as launch services.
Public policy" makers and economists m ~ t th~se cries for help with the
observation that aerospace companies are simply spoiled and should either
learn to compete successfully or leave the matkeL23° The launch services
industry is an exan~ple of a market in which U.S. suppliers are increasingly unable to comp~te.TM If the theory of comparative advantage is to

225. See GATS, pt. V, art. XXIII, supra note 166 (Dispute Setllemer~t~nd Enforcement).
226. See ENCOURAGING PRIVATE INVESTMENT, supra note 25, at 35 (noting that
retaliation could come in U.S, export markets larger than launch services).
227. See, e.g., Steven Pearlstein, The Rush to Find Partners: Defense Firms Reacting
to End o f Cold War, WASH. POST, Nov. 24, 1992, a: AI.
228. The two major suppliers of commercial launch services, McDonnell Douglas and
Martin Marietta (formerly General Dynamics), have both had poor ~ s
performance
over the past several years. See generally id.
~ .....
229. For example, Southern California, an area of concentrated aemrt~ace manufacture,
has lost thousands of jobs over the past ~veral years. Iris difficult to know'how n~my jobs
are provided by the U.S. space industry per se. One late 1980s estimate put the national
number at roughly 200,000. See Space Related Employment Shows Strength, AVIATION
WK. ,~' SPACE TECH., Feb. 15, 1988, at 73. Deparlment of Commerce figures place
commercial space revenues for 1992 at just under $5 billion. Commerce Department Offers
Satellite Outlook for 1 9 9 3 / S A ~
NEWS, Feb. 1, 1993, available m LEXIS, Ne,.,ss
Library, Cumws File. Revenues from sales of commercial launch services were projected
by the Commerce Department to be around $500 million, SPACEBUSm'ESSINDICATORS,
supra note 40, at 11.
230. Cf. Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at 12 (citing the traditional economis~'s
argument that comparative advantage theory suggests "strategic industries" are aninefficient
way in which governments can spend money).
231. Chinese and Russian launch companies offer the lowest "cost to or'bit" by a
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be taken seriously, this suggests that the United Ststes should abandon the
market, and that any argument for a domestic launch capacity must rest
on other grounds.
The better argument for maintaining adomestic~'launch capability is
that launch services fall within the class of so-called "strategic industries "232that nations support even when traditional comparative advantage
theory dictates otherwise. 233 Commercial launch companies operate as an
adjunct to public sector (most importantly, military) launch capability.
This capacity acts as a reserve in the event of unforeseen circumstances. TM All launches, including public sector ones, are also less expensive
in part because of the broader iniJ~trial base created by a successful
commercial adjunct. 235 Similarly, commercial launch applications create
%pin-off' technologies usable in other advanced industries.~ Domestic
launch capability also aids the development of the rapidly expanding
telecommunications industry.237 Finally, the launch industry is an
important consumer of many specialty products like aerospace alloys and
electronic components, making it easier for domestic producers of these
products to obtain sufficient business to operate efficiently.=s
Given this need, the next issue is how to ensure that U.S. launch

substantial margin. Moreover, at least the latter have been proven reliable, efficient, and
as technologically capable as their Western counterparts. See supra notes 48-85 and
accompanying text discussing Chinese and Russian participation in the launch services
markets~' See also There and Back Again, supra note 132, at 10.
232. See generally ROBERT GILPIN, THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS 187-90, 215-30 (1987). Strategic industries are thought to be essential to a
nation's overall miliuu7 and economic well-being. For a brief discussion of arguments for
and against the concept of strategic industries, see CONG~ONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
FEDERAL FINANCIAL SUPPORTFOR HIGH-TECHNOLOGYINDUSTRIES3-4 (1985).
233. Reynolds & Merges take this position. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at
21-23.
234. For example, the CTzallengerdisaster in 1986 temporarily left the U.S. Government
without sufficient lift capabi~ty. See supra notes 19-23 and accompanying text. A
commercial launch services industx~ could have filled that gap. Commercial suppliers also
provide emergency "surge ~ capability to the U.S. military. See Reynolds & Merges, supra
note 5, at 21-22.
235. A report by the CBO in the mid-1980s showed that lower production levels
dramatically increase per unit costs. See E. BLOND & W. KNITrLE, AEROSPACECORP.,
SPACELAUNCHVEHICLECOSTS25 (1984) (prepared for the Dept. of Transp., Off. of Com.
Space), cited in sm'riNG SPACE TRANSPORTATIONPOLICY, supra note 4, at 30-33.
236. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at 21.
237. For example, satellites will play an essential role in the "National Information
Infrastructure~ that has lately been the subject of much discussion among many policy
makers. See Richard DalBello, The Role of Satellites in the National Information
Infrastracture Initiative, VIA SATELLITE, Feb. 1994, at 48.
238. See Aaron Karp, The Commercialization of Space Technology and the Spread of
Ballistic Missiles, in Papp & Mclntyre, supra note 15, at 179, 182-88.
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companies survive into the next century. Part H demonstrated that
beyond foreign subsidies and prec~atory pricing, the basic problem facing
U.S. launch providers is their increasing inability to compete on price and
ancillary services, Although international agreements regulating the
market entry of NMEs and European pricing will aid domestic suppliers,
more fundamental assistance is required if the domestic launch industry
is to survive into the twenty-first century.
The following sections address various forms that the needed
assistance might take. It focuses on two kinds of support: regulatory
measures designed to lower costs and economic support designed to
provide direct and indirect subsidies to the industry.

1. Regulatory Assistance

,~.~.
Several regulatory measures could aid the flagging domestic launch
industry. First, it has already been shown that insurance is an important
component of launch COSTS.239 Iusurance rates in the launch industry are
high because there are relatively few commercial flights, which makes
risk spreading extremely difficult,u° Moreover, the small size of the risk
pool makes instance companies reluctant to make the sort of long-term
commitments that are often necessary to obtain large-scale capital
investment at favorable rates. TM The cost of insurance could be
dramatically lessened, however, if the government abandoned its policy
of self-insuring its launches and instead made use of the commercial
insurance market, u2 This would provide a much larger base over which
risk could be spread, making commercial insurance rates far less
expensive. There is even some reason to believe that this would'be
economicall~~ advantageous for the U.S. Government.243

239. See supra notes 106 and 121 and accompanying text.
240. To be precise, the space insurance sector is insufficiently broad for insurance
underwriters to make it a successful "separate class of business." Therefore, insurance rates
are much higher~than wider risk sharing would allow. Moreover, when liability for failures
exceeds a certain level, insurance coverage basically becomes unavailable. See Commercial
Space Markets: Launch Vehicles, Hearings Before the Subcomm. o n Space of the House
Comm. on Sci., Space and Tech., 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 148-49 (1991) (prepared sta~ment
of Patrick Rivalan, Senior Vice President, Space Underwriting, Int'l Tech. Underwriters,

~.c.).
241. See Christensen & Greenberg, supra note 46, at 32.
242. Id.
243. Christensen and Greenberg note that government self-insurance costs are deceiving.
Because the government does not accumulate insurance reserves, the costs of faihres are
usually paid for by repmgramming funds or with supplemental appropriations. This
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It would also be helpful for the government to relax antitrust
restrictions that have deterred cooperative research efforts among rocket
makers. TM There is already a trend among launch producers favoring
collaboration on the next generation of rocket motors. ~s According to
Don Fuqua, president of the Aerospace Industries Association, the
collaborative research model will hot succeed if antitrust laws are not
relaxed. 2¢ Such a move would certainly not be unprecedented - - indeed,
McDonnell Douglas owes its existence to a relaxation of the antitrust
l a w s . 247

Other suggestions include the possibility of tax incentives for space
development 24s and a greater effort to avoid government preemption of
commercial use of the launch facility at Cape Canaveral.

2. Economic Support
The most obvious support that the federal government can provide to
launch services companies is research into rocket motor technologies and,
ultimately, a new launch vehicle. This was one aim of the NLS program. 249 Even without the NLS, an expanded basic research program
funded by the government would be helpful to private companies. ~°
Given the possible public sector uses of an ELV fleet (scientific and
military), it would not be difficult to justify the government's support of

post-failure redirection of monies usually comes at a greater "cost" (in terms of program
sacrifice) than would have been incurred from simply obtaining commercial insurance in the
first place. Id.
244. See Industrial Base, supra note 120; Brooks, supra note 10, at 84.
245. Monies from the now defunct Advanced Launch System developmentfund fmance,d
a consortium of rocket motor producers. See ENCOURAGINGPRIVATEINVESTMENT,supra
note 25, at 13.
246. See Industrial Base, supra note 120.
247. See Brooks, supra note 10, at 84.
248. Reynolds & Merges suggest that space is an undeveloped area and therefore it would
not be unreasonable to give launch companies lax incentives to develop it in the same way
that companies receive tax incentives for investing in other undeveloped areas, like Puerto
Rico. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at 40 n. 111.
249. See supra note 127 and accompanying text.
250. Two models are available for this sort of plan. The research could be conducted by
government laboratories, such as the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California. In the
alternative, a government industry consortium could be formed along the lines of
SEMATECH, a consortium designed to conduct research into semiconductor manufacturing
technology. See Reynolds & Merges, supra note 5, at 35-36. The rationale for underwriting
private sector research and manufacturing efforts is to avoid disappearance of an industry
necessitating expensive government production. See, e.g., Keith Bradsher, Pentagan Tests
New Policy in Subsidizing an Industry, N.Y. TIME,S, Apr. 28, 1994, at DI.
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industry research.
Procurement is another area in which the government could provide
much needed assistance to the U.S. launch services companies. TM In the
past, national security considerations and bureaucratic inertia have limited
government procurement of commercial launch services. 252 Increasing the
size of the "captive market" for U.S. suppliers would help cushion the
blow of declining profits from foreign commercial sales. ~ As Table 5,
supra, indicates, govemmenz demand is substantial.
Another way in which the U.S. Government can put American launch
services companies on equal footing with Arianespace would be to offer
Eximbank financing to satellite purchasers who select a domestic launcher
provider. TM Such financing has been very helpful in developing the
satellite export industry.
These alternatives are realistic options. 25s In 1992, the House of
Representatives passed H.R. 3848, a bill that would promote commercial
space activities through buy-American rules for government procurement,
funding for infrastructure development, provisions for government use of
comuiercial launch services when possible, and limitations on liability.~e
The corresponding bill on the Senate side never made it out of committee
and, therefore, the measure never made it to the President's desk.m
Nonetheless, measures such as this indicate a clear willingness on the part
of Congress to act in the interest of domestic producers.
The Administration is noticeably less interested. In March 1994, the
Administration deferred indefinitely any plans for a new rocket. 25g

251. The so-called Augustine Report (named after its chairman, Norman Augustine,
Chairman of Martin Marietta Corp.) concluded that greater reliance on commercial
procurement would improve the performance of the government space program. See
N/~TIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. REPORT OF THE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ON THE FUTUREOF THE U.S. SPACEPROGRAM43 (Dec. 1990).
252. See gene;'ally Christensen & Greenberg, supra note 46.
253. This strategy could run afoul of trade laws, however.
254. Eximbank financing is usually only available for goods that cross the U.S. border.
Launch companies argue that this creates an incentive to buy American-made satellites and
then launch them on foreign rockets. See supra note 120; see also Space Hearings. supra
note 26, at 5 (prepared statement of David W. Thompson, Orbital Sciences Corp.).
255. As a matter of practical politics, one argument that must be overcome before any
additional government support for the launch industry is obtained is that the aerospace
industry is spoiled. After years of lucrative government contracts, aerospace companies
may appear unwilling to make the sort of corporate commitments necessary to make
themselves profitable.
256. See Space Programs, Commercial Space Bills Pending in Congress, 57 Fed.
Contracts Rep. (BNA) 22, at d7 (June 1, 1992).
257. ,ld.
258. Ben Iannotta, Draft Plan Defers New U.S. Rocket, SPACENEWS, Apr. 4-10, 1994
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Instead, the White House strategy will focus on updating existing
launchers. ~9

V. CONCLUSION
The launch services industry faces a difficult decade ahead. Despite
the boom in telecommunications, excess launch capacity will create fierce
competition and will drive profits down, perhaps eliminating them
completely. Absent some improvement in the market or major government assistance, U.S. launch companies will face extraordinary difficulties. Any difficulties will be exacerbated if NMEs succeed in penetrating
the market faster or deeper than anticipated.
Negotiations to establish a fair trading regime have been only partially
successful. U.S. launch services firms cannot rely on these to secure
their economic futures. U.S. trade laws are equally unhelpful. Countervailing duty and antidumping laws are wholly inapplicable. Except in the
case of China, establishing the necessary elements of a Section 301 action
would be difficult. In all cases, GATT limitations and concerns about
retaliation may foreclose the possibility of unilateral trade action.
Instead, it appears that the best prospects for U.S. launch providers lie
in regulatory and legislative measures designed to alter their competitive
fortunes. Support for research, a rejuvenated government procurement
program, and policies designed to lower insurance rates would dramatically lower costs. Combined with internationally negotiated rules on
pricing, these steps could restore American launch companies' ability to
compete with European and NME rivals and in any event would help
preserve a vital sector of the U.S. industrial base.

at 1.
259. Id.

